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Typograph ic  cur ios i ty

1. [ADAMS & KING, [ADAMS & KING, [ADAMS & KING, [ADAMS & KING, PublishersPublishersPublishersPublishers]. ]. ]. ]. THE HISTORIE OF EALD STREET, Now called Old Street,
With Memoranda of the Parish of St. Luke, and of the Chartreuse. [London]: Adams & King, Printers,
Goswell St., [n.d., c. 1855]. £ 4£ 4£ 4£ 450505050

FIRST EDITION?FIRST EDITION?FIRST EDITION?FIRST EDITION? 8vo, pp. [3] title page & dedication, [12] printed on recto only, [1] advertisement; all printed
in various shades of green, blue, yellow, red and black within highly decorative typographic borders; bound in
publisher’s red pebble-grained cloth, blocked in blind and gilt, rebacked, a little soiled and worn, but still an
appealing copy.

An unusual and enchanting specimen issued by Adams & King, a long-established firm of London printers. In
their preface they state that the work is designed ‘to give our friends some knowledge of the varieties of Type
and also showing how differently the same Type may be made to appear. The Borders round the text are also
made of many thousands of small pieces of Type variously combined’. These borders which vary from page to
page are printed in a variety of colours and make a quite remarkable display of contemporary ornament.

The text itself is not without interest as, apart from the “Historie” it also contains a short account of the
career of Joseph Jackson, the noted English type founder, who was born in the parish and, according to this
specimen, was the first child baptised in St. Luke’s church. Nearby was Caslon’s Type Foundry where Jackson
was apprenticed.

OCLC records three copies, at the BL, NLS and the National Art Library at the V & A.

Teach ing the poor to  read

2. [ADULT INSTITUTION]. [ADULT INSTITUTION]. [ADULT INSTITUTION]. [ADULT INSTITUTION]. RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT A GENERAL MEETING OF THE
ADULT INSTITUTION. Held at the Town Hall, Great Marlow, October 31, 1814. Maidenhead:
Printed at the Library, G. Wetton [1814]. £ £ £ £ 475475475475

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 27, [1]; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; in recent marbled
wraps.
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Scarce first edition, printed at the library in Maidenhead, setting out the resolutions of the Adult Institution,
founded with the primary intention of teaching the poor to read.

[Resolution] ‘XIV. That the single object of this Institution may not be misunderstood, it is hereby further
resolved, that the Instruction used in the Schools, and under its Sanction, be exclusively confined to teaching
the poor to read’ (p. 8).

Following the fifteen resolutions is a lengthy speech setting out the aims of the Institution, concluding ‘if it be
asked what shall induce a mass of illiterate population to learn, we answer, the influence whensoever derived
of all who support us, brought to bear discreetly, but uniformly, simultaneously, and perseveringly on this one
object’ (p. 27).

Not in OCLC or COPAC, and as far as we are aware, unrecorded.

3. [ALLETZ, Pons Augustin]. [ALLETZ, Pons Augustin]. [ALLETZ, Pons Augustin]. [ALLETZ, Pons Augustin]. ENCYCLOPÉDIE DE PENSÉES, de Maximes et de Reflexions, sur
toutes sortes de sujets. Religion, Philosophie, Beaux Arts, Histoire, Politique, Caracteres, Passions,
Vices, Portraits, &c. Par ordre alphabétique. Ouvrage utile pour former le jugement & le goût, propre
en même tems à tous ceux qui sont dans le cas de composer des Discours, tant dans le Sacré que
dans le Prophane; & qui réunit ce que nos plus beaux Génies ont pensé de mieux sur toutes ces
matieres. A Paris, chez Guillyn, 1761. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], vi, 616; the odd bit of spotting, but generally clean and crisp throughout; in
contemporary boards, spine tooled and lettered in gilt (albeit not to full width of spine); old shelf label at foot
of spine, and crack to head of lower joint; some wear and marking, nevertheless still an appealing copy in an
unusual binding.

First edition of this compendium of observations, definitions, mini-essays, and aphorisms on the humanities,
sciences, and arts, compiled by the prolific writer and editor Pons Augustin Alletz (1703-1785).

It may be hard, on reading through it, to see exactly how the ‘ouvrage’ might be ‘utile’ in the formation of
judgement and taste, but as a repository of thoughts to recycle in conversation, it could well seem invaluable.
Arranged alphabetically and covering subjects ranging from abbreviators to sight, by way of architecture,
tragedy, novels, death, and law, the Encyclopédie offers for each entry a selection of one or more extracts
from the works of Voltaire, Fenelon, Montesquieu, Fontenelle, d’Alembert and others, along with some of
Alletz’s own entries.
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Alletz had previously published a number of dictionaries and compilations, best known among which was his
L’Agronome ou le Dictionnaire portatif du Cultavateur, which went through several editions after the first of
1760.

Outside Continental Europe, OCLC records copies at Stanford, Yale, Oxford, Manchester, the British Library,
and Johannesburg.

S ign i f i cant  arch ive  document ing  the act iv i t ies  o f  an  Amateur Dramat ics  Club

4. [AMATEUR DRAMATICS CLUB]. [AMATEUR DRAMATICS CLUB]. [AMATEUR DRAMATICS CLUB]. [AMATEUR DRAMATICS CLUB]. ARCHIVE OF MATERIAL RELATING TO THE OSRAM
GEC SOCIAL AND ATHLETIC CLUB DRAMA GROUP. [London, various places] [1939-59]. £ £ £ £ 2,5002,5002,5002,500

Three large binders containing photographs, programmes, and reviews of performances, both tipped in and
loose, mostly in very good clean condition.

Remarkable and fascinating archive of material charting the performances of a London Amateur Dramatics
Club over twenty years during the middle period of the twentieth century, with numerous programmes,
photographs and contemporary reviews.
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(‘Prop’ from “The Pay Off”)

 ‘Not many amateur companies can really be expected to put on a first-rate production, but the drama group
of the Osram - G.E.C. Social and Athletic Club have once again delighted many West Londoners with their
performances’ (The West London Observer, November 25th, 1949).

The archive is set out in three binders, the largest of which contains details of 34 shows (including Zola’s
Guilty, Delderfield’s The Queen Came By and many lesser know plays), put on by The Osram GEC Social and
Athletic Club Drama Group, plus nine Festival appearances (putting on A Midsummer Night’s Dream in 1949,
winning the “Paterson” cup, and Twelfth Night in 1951) between 1949 and 1959. Each section contains a
programme (most of which are signed by members of the cast) an envelope of professionally taken
photographs of the production (up to 20 photographs per envelope), many of these photos taken by either
Cowderoy and Moss, Manchester Sq. or H. Lucas, Middlesex, and with many sections also including a lengthy
typed critical review.

The second and third binder’s again feature photos, reviews and programmes dating from 1939-1949, and
1950’s respectively. Noteworthy amongst the plays is The Importance of Being Earnest, which the club
valiantly attempted in 1948, receiving mixed reviews, one (tipped in, for The West London Observer)
commenting that ‘It seems unwise for any amateur company, however talented, to choose a play which has
recently been performed with great success by a West End company’, another noting that ‘the Osram Players
struggled bravely’. Other typed correspondence is also included in the folders.

We have been unable to identify when the Osram GEC Social and Athletic Club Drama Group was first
founded, though clearly its major output was post World War II. According to Clayton & Algar’s account of
the social activity at GEC [see below] it would appear that the archive very probably covers a near complete
history of the club. The General Electric Company, by whom the players were employed, had been a major
player in the electrical industry during the first half of the twentieth century, being heavily involved in the war
effort, supplying the military with electrical and engineering products. However the post-war years saw a
decline in GEC’s expansion, with profit’s beginning to fall from the mid-1940’s onwards.

All in all a very interesting archive, giving an insight into an Amateur Dramatics Society, with many named and
photographed individuals.

See Clayton & Algar The GEC Research Laboratories, 1919-1984 London, Science Museum, 1989, p. 43.

5. [ANON]. [ANON]. [ANON]. [ANON]. HELMET AND SHAKO: or the Miseries of living in a Garrison Town. By a Missus,
one who has been almost worried to death by those brave Defenders of our Country but the
Destroyers of our Domestic Peace, Missus Dontknowwhattodoaboutitall. London, Published for the
Author by Dean & Son, Ludgate Hill. [1865]. £ £ £ £ 225225225225
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Oblong 8vo, pp. 18, including pictorial/typographic title, pp. 8-18 with large illustrations; original printed
wrappers.

The main thrust of the work is the ever-present servant problem that the Victorian well-to-do perennially
faced, together with the worries over prostitution and servant girls going astray.

In a series of clever characters the ‘Missus’ employs a girl in the army garrison town of ‘W…….’ probably
Woolwich. The girl is soon ‘attacked with scarlet Fever’ i.e. the infatuation with the soldiers in uniform, this
leads, with the complicity of the cook, to her embarking on a love affair. In the end the brave soldier promises
to leave the army and enter into domestic bliss. Alas he has lied to his sweetheart and instead, being posted to
Canada, leaves her behind without employment and almost certain destitution.

Although poking fun at the trials and tribulations of the servant class the author also calls attention to the
Contagious Diseases of the United Kingdom Act that came into force in 1864. Woolwich was to be added to
the original three garrison towns stipulated in the act, however as the legislation was passed by a form of
deception, hardly anyone knew it existed and our author may not have been fully aware of the act, but was
still aware of a problem.

Intriguingly a contemporary advertisement in the Publishers Circular subjoins the tantalising line ‘By a cousin
of the Empress of the French.’ This may point to one of the Kirkpatrick of Closeburn but we are at a loss to
find out anymore information on the author.

OCLC records three copies, at Yale and Brown in North America, and Cambridge in the UK.

6. ARMSTRONG, John. ARMSTRONG, John. ARMSTRONG, John. ARMSTRONG, John. THE YOUNG WOMAN’S GUIDE to virtue, economy, and happiness;
being an improved and pleasant directory for cultivating the heart and understanding; with a
complete and elegant system of domestic cookery, formed upon principles of economy : also the art
of carving and decorating a table … confectionary … proper directions for marketting [sic] … best
method of brewing … making and managing British wines, valuable medical directions, a great variety
of useful family receipts. To which are added, instructions to female servants in every situation;
approved rules for nursing and educating children, and for promoting matrimonial happiness:
Illustrated by interesting tales and memoirs of celebrated females; the whole combining all that is
essential to the attainment of every domestic, elegant, and intellectual accomplishment … Newcastle
upon Tyne, printed and published by Mackenzie and Dent, St. Nicholas’ Church-Yard. [1817]. £ £ £ £ 750750750750
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FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp xii, [13]-684, with a frontispiece, extra engraved title page and 10 plates; a few
leaves stained in outer margin throughout, one more severely; bound in contemporary calf, rubbed, sometime
rebacked with original red label laid down; a good copy.

First edition of this scarce provincial cookbook and all round guide to home economy for young women.

‘Few young females are so circumstanced as to acquire the more shewy and fashionable accomplishments, but
it is a great comfort that the higher duties of life are within the reach of the most humble; and those who
carefully attend to the valuable instructions contained in this work, cannot fail to discharge them with
propriety. The fair reader, whether she be rich or poor, a mistress or a servant, a virgin or a matron, will find
it with its title, in being A Complete and Pleasant Guide to Virtue, Economy, and Happiness’ (p. vii).

Set over almost 700 pages, besides the numerous recipes, both culinary and for household products and
remedies, contents also include ‘sketches of history, geography and astronomy’, ‘memoirs of illustrious
females’, ‘cookery for the poor’, ‘the art of carving’, ‘advice for female servants’, ‘courtesy and good breeding’,
‘the choice of a husband’, and ‘the mode of making choice British wines’ to name but a few. So as the female
audience are sure of the importance of the work, the compiler, John Armstrong, head’s every double page
spread throughout ‘The Young Woman’s Guide to Happiness’.

The present work went through several printings, though this first edition is quite rare.

OCLC records five copies in North America, at LA Public library, Wheaton College, NYPL, South Carolina
and Massachusetts Amherst; not in Oxford.

The Dedicat ion Copy

7. ARNOLD, Samuel James. ARNOLD, Samuel James. ARNOLD, Samuel James. ARNOLD, Samuel James. THE WOODMAN’S HUT. A Melo-Dramatic Romance, in three acts.
As Now Performed at Theatre-Royal, Drury-Lane. The Music by Mr. Horn. London: Printed for John
Miller, 1814. £ £ £ £ 225225225225

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. [iv], 46, [1] advertisement, [1] blank; inscribed at head of
title ‘Miss Kelly From the aut[hor]’; in later wraps.
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Appealing dedication copy of Arnold’s melodrama, in which the
characters ‘are tossed upon the river in a violent thunderstorm and
then narrowly escape a forest fire set by villains’ (Booth, Victorian
Spectacular Theatre, p. 61).

The dedicatee, Frances Maria Kelly (1790-1882), also known as Fanny,
was an actress and singer most well known for her acting at the Drury
Lane Theatre. After leaving the theatre, Kelly opened a dramatic school
for training young women using £20,000 of her own money. She
continued to give “entertainments” occasionally when she would switch
between up to fourteen different characters. She built a theatre onto
the back of her house which she originally named Miss Kelly’s Theatre
and then changed the name to The Royalty. The Royalty opened on 24
May 1840 and was used by the first amateur company in the United
Kingdom.

London f rom Hot-Air  Ba l loon

8. ARNOUT, Louis Jules. ARNOUT, Louis Jules. ARNOUT, Louis Jules. ARNOUT, Louis Jules. THE CITY OF LONDON VIEW TAKEN IN BALLOON. Londres en
Ballon (La Cité) Vue Prise au de Blackfriars Bridge. Paris: Imp. par Lemercier, 55 Rue de Seine.
[1846]. £ £ £ £ 350350350350

Hand coloured tinted lithograph; mounted and framed.

The French artist and printmaker Jules Arnout (1814-1868), traveled across Europe making bird’s eye views of
the major cities and important civic events. He used a hot-air balloon to sketch each excursions aériennes and
then drew his balloon into the final scene as a point of reference. Arnout’s primary printer and publisher was
Joseph Rose Lemercier (1803-1887), whose Paris firm specialised in lithographic printing. Together, they
collaborated with publishers throughout Europe to distribute Arnout’s scenes.

Naturally enough most of his work concentrated on French views although his London view is just as fine and
includes London as it appeared when the railways were cutting their way to the edge of the city and the bricks
and mortar was marching out to meet them.
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 “Un ouvrage un ique en son genre” (En f rança is  dans le  texte) .
From the l ibrary  o f  Swiss  Orienta l i s t  Anto ine Po l ier  (1741-1795) .

9. BAYLE, Pierre. BAYLE, Pierre. BAYLE, Pierre. BAYLE, Pierre. DICTIONNAIRE HISTORIQUE ET CRITIQUE. Rotterdam: chez Reinier Leers,
1697. £ £ £ £ 7,5007,5007,5007,500

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Two volumes bound in four, folio (386 x 258 mm), pp. [4], 712; [2], 713-1359, [1]; [2], 710;
[2], 711-1331, [1], errata, [56]] index; with engraved vignette to each title; eighteenth-century tree calf,
probably Swiss, red and green morocco labels, spine elaborately tooled in gilt, seven raised bands, Phrygian
cap and dagger device to front boards, all edges green, patterned endpapers, pp. 587-90 misnumbered 557-60
in Vol. 1, p. 526 misnumbered 510 in Vol. 3, text printed in single and double columns and with shoulder
notes throughout. Engraved vignette to title pages, historiated capitals and tailpieces, later bookplate to front
pastedowns, boards a little rubbed and with a few small scuffs, minor chipping to labels, sporadic light spotting
and offsetting to contents, small closed tear to pp. 29-30 of Vol. 3; overall an excellent set.

First edition of Bayle’s dictionary, which bore a tremendous influence on the Age of Enlightenment and its
emblematic Encyclopédie. One of 2,000 copies printed. French Protestant Pierre Bayle (1647-1706) wrote his
Dictionnaire while on self-imposed exile in Rotterdam as an “anti-clerical counterblast to Moreri’s [Le Grand
Dictionnaire Historique, 1674], in order, as he put it, ‘to rectify Moreri’s mistakes and fill the gaps’. Bayle
championed reason against belief, philosophy against religion, tolerance against superstition” (PMM). The
work’s elegant typography was designed by Bayle himself. Described by En français dans le texte as no less
than superb, it innovatively relies on an army of shoulder and foot notes to convey the crux of Bayle’s
argument. The dictionary contains some 2,000 entries, including mostly biographies of religious and historical
figures as well as writers, in the latter case focusing on the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but also
articles on geography. The views he expressed in his detailed Life of Mahomet, which, in radical opposition
with the opinion of the Church, “stresses the superior tolerance and rationality of Islam’s core teaching”
(Israel), were reasserted more than 60 years later by Voltaire in his Traité sur la tolérance (1762).

Provenance: from the library of Swiss Orientalist Antoine Polier (1741-1795), with his emblem, featuring the
Phrygian cap of the French Revolution, gilt-stamped on each front board, and his stamp to each title page:
“Antoine Polier an 2”. Polier made his fortune in India working for the English East India Company. An avid
collector of works of arts and books, he acquired a large number of manuscripts in Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit
and various Indian languages and famously gave Johnson a Persian translation of part of the Mahabharata. Polier
moved back to Europe the year before the French Revolution and soon became a full supporter of the
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uprising. After spates in England and Switzerland he finally settled near Avignon, but was killed by burglars in
1795. A large part of his expansive collection of books and manuscripts is now kept in the Fonds Polier at the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

En français dans le texte 129; Jonathan I. Israel, Enlightenment Contested: Philosophy, Modernity, and the
Emancipation of Man, 1670-1752; Richard & Colas, Le fonds Polier à la Bibliothèque nationale, Bulletin de
l’École française d’Extrême-Orient; Printing and Mind of Man 155.

Presented to  lad ies  who ass i s ted at  the Bazaar

10. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. PRESENTED BY THE
COUNCIL OF THE LEAGUE TO THE LADIES WHO ASSISTED AT THE BAZAAR AND
NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURERS held in Covent Garden Theatre, London, May
1845. [cover title] London [designed and printed by Petty & Ernest & Co.] 1845. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

4to, pp. [2] ornamental lithograph title; 209-244 [illustrated section of the Art Union Journal concerned with
the exhibits at the event; original decorated cloth the upper cover blocked in a pattern of gilt and colours,
slightly worn at extremities. Stamp on rear free endpaper of ‘J. Aked, Bookbinder, Palgrave Pl. Stand
[London]’.

A specially produced work presented to women stall holders at the Free Trade bazaar.

The Bazaar was held under the auspices of the Anti-Corn Law League with the intention to raise £20,000 for
their funds. The event ran for twelve days and was contained in specially designed stalls constructed inside
Covent Garden theatre. The exhibits were all supplied by leading manufacturers of Great Britain and displayed
stall dedicated to each manufacturing district and staffed by ladies.’ The Bazaar was directly influenced by the
Paris Exposition of 1844 and was seen by contemporaries as a steeping-stone to the Great Exhibition of 1851.
The Art Journal gave a fully illustrated review of the Bazaar in their July issue under the heading ‘The
Mercantile Value of the Fine Arts.’ this was then bound in elaborate cloth with an inserted lithograph
presentation leaf decorated with emblems of free trade.

At the conclusion of the Bazaar each of lady stall holders was given a copy of this work as a souvenir, this
copy being presented to a ‘Miss Hutton.’

Little can be found on the binder J. Aked although he advertised himself during the 1840’s completing
periodicals including The Illustrated London News in decorative bindings supplied by the publishers.
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The fau l t s  o f  modern ph i losophy ,  and i t s  remedies

11. BLOCK, Georg Wilhelm. BLOCK, Georg Wilhelm. BLOCK, Georg Wilhelm. BLOCK, Georg Wilhelm. DIE FEHLER DER PHILOSOPHIE mit ihren Ursachen und
Heilmitteln dargestellt. Braunschweig, bei Friedrich Bieweg, 1804. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 160; some very light foxing in places but generally clean and fresh throughout;
in the original blue boards, with printed paper labels on spine and upper cover; slightly worn and sunned.

First edition of this rare survey of the faults to be found in modern philosophy, and some of their possible
remedies, by the German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Block.

Adickes, the Kant bibliographer, sums up Block’s rigorous criticism as follows: ‘Kant has seen many mistakes of
the earlier philosophers, but his own system is just as baseless and erroneous as those of his predecessors. It
suffers, the author says, from the same sources of philosophic errors as all the others: indefiniteness of
expression and of conception, extreme arbitrariness of presupposition and argument, frequent confusion of
the question at issue, and incorrectness of inference’.

Block’s remedies for the miserable state of philosophy involve more precise philosophical analysis, and precise
definition of the terminology used. The meaning of words and the contents of concepts have to be absolutely
clear before philosophizing, because incorrect use of language is the source of all errors. Bock then
recommends an epistemological approach to philosophy, based on the ‘facts of the human consciousness and
the laws of the human capacity for understanding’ (p.144). He aims for philosophy to be a science, and not the
pseudo-science of previous philosophers, including Kant. Sharp rationality, trained by mathematical analysis
and geometry will be the pre-requisits of any future scientific philosopher.

Adickes 2686; OCLC records no copies outside continental Europe.

12. BRANDES, Heinrich Wilhelm. BRANDES, Heinrich Wilhelm. BRANDES, Heinrich Wilhelm. BRANDES, Heinrich Wilhelm. LEHRBUCH DER ARITHMETIK, GEOMETRIE UND
TRIGONOMETRIE, zum Gebrauch für zwey verschiedene Lehr-Curse in Schulen, wie auch zum
Selbstunterrichte abgefaßt … Oldenburg, in der Schulze’schen Buchhandlung, 1808-1815. £ £ £ £ 375375375375

FIRSTFIRSTFIRSTFIRST    EDITION.EDITION.EDITION.EDITION. Three parts in one volume, 8vo, pp. xii, 209, [1] blank; xii, 472, [1] errata, [1] blank; 36, [7]
errata, [1] blank, with nine folding leaves of plates; some browning throughout, but never heavy; in
contemporary boards, with gilt-lettered skiver label on spine; spine rubbed and worn, with traces of paper
label at foot, boards worn, but still a good copy.
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First edition of this rare course of mathematics by the prolific German astronomer and physicist Heinrich
Wilhelm Brandes (1777-1834).

Brandes studied at Göttingen (Gauss was a fellow student) before entering into a number of careers, as
teacher, inspector of dykes, and then, from 1811, professor of mathematics at Breslau. The present work,
published over seven years, attempts to provide a complete course of mathematics both for school use and
for those who wished to teach themselves, and is divided into volumes on arithmetic (1808) and geometry
and trigonometry (1810); and an appendix (1815) which deals with spherical trigonometry.

In addition to his mathematical work, Brandes had a keen interest in meteorology, and published the first
weather charts in 1820.

OCLC records just one copy outside Germany, at Columbia.

13. BRUCE, William. BRUCE, William. BRUCE, William. BRUCE, William. MARRIAGE. A Divine Institution and a
Spiritual and Enduring Union. London: James Spiers, 36
Bloomsbury Street, 1871.                                             £ £ £ £ 185185185185

FIRST EDITION, SPECIAL ISSUE PRINTED IN GOLD.FIRST EDITION, SPECIAL ISSUE PRINTED IN GOLD.FIRST EDITION, SPECIAL ISSUE PRINTED IN GOLD.FIRST EDITION, SPECIAL ISSUE PRINTED IN GOLD. Crown
8vo, printed in gold, pp. viii, 118; original straight grain white cloth,
the covers blocked in gilt and incorporating the title

The work is published in two forms: the present edition is printed
in gold on superfine paper at a cost 4s 6d, and, as contemporary
advertisements noted ‘elegantly bound in white, has a very
sumptuous appearance, and is well suited as a marriage present. A
smaller edition, in cloth, is also very neatly got up, and well adapted
for general circulation.’ This smaller edition was sold at a more
moderate price of 1s 6d.

The present copy was gifted to Herbert Gill and Annie Elizabeth
Malden of Barton upon Irwell on their marriage in March, 1889.

PMM 347

14. BURCKHARDT, Jacob. BURCKHARDT, Jacob. BURCKHARDT, Jacob. BURCKHARDT, Jacob. DIE CULTUR DER
RENAISSANCE IN ITALIEN. Ein Versuch … Basel, Druck
und Verlag der Schweighauser’schen Verlagsbuchhandlung.
1860.                                                                     £ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 576; light foxing to first few
gatherings otherwise text clean and fresh; in contemporary roan
backed boards, spine ruled and lettered in gilt, light chipping at
head, and some rubbing to extremities, but still a very appealing
copy.

Uncommon first edition of ‘the most penetrating and subtle
treatise on the history of civilization’ … The Civilization of the
Renaissance in Italy has for more than a century, determined the
general conception of thirteenth-to-fifteenth-century Italy’ (PMM
347).

This first edition, published by an obscure Swiss publisher, was
printed in just one thousand copies, but still proved hard to sell.
Burckhardt, professor of history at Basel University, did not
receive any royalties or other payment for it from his publisher,
although during the next twenty years 15,000 copies were sold,
and since 1928 when the copyright expired, the sales of the
book in its original language may be estimated at something like
half a million copies (L. Goldscheider in the introduction to the
Phaidon Press edition).                 Printing and Mind of Man 347.
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Presented to  a  f avour i te  pup i l

15. BURGESS, Henry William. BURGESS, Henry William. BURGESS, Henry William. BURGESS, Henry William. VI DRAWINGS by H.W. Burgess. Presented to his much esteemed
pupil Miss Bell. [n.p.] 1817. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

Oblong folio [380 × 275 mm.]; containing seven pencil sketches; most separated by tissue guards;
contemporary blue straight graain morocco, with decorated boares, upper cover lettered in gilt, somewhat
rubbed and scratched in places.

William Henry Burgess (c. 1792-1844), landscape painter to William IV and the teacher of John Leech and
Thackeray, was a member of the talented artistic Burgess family.

The seven views open with a romanticised scene of trees, young artists and a ponderous rock the face of
which is inscribed with the album title. This is followed with six topographical subjects including 1) Wingfield
Priory, Derbyshire 2) Gastonbury Abbey, Sommersetshire 3) Chepstow Castle, Monmouthshire 4) Gateway
at Winchelsea, Sussex and 6) King John’s Chapel Kings Langley, Hertfordshire.

The scenes are somewhat romanticised with the ruins enveloped in trees and foliage that in turn gives a
tumble-down appearance. Readers of the new Walter Scott novels during this late Regency period would find
much in the drawings to their taste, as indeed no doubt did the recipient Miss Bell. We do not know who this
Miss Bell was, however; either it was given by Burgess as some form present on the completion of her studies,
or in order to solicit some sort of recomendation and continued aquaintance. That the album has selected
examples of his work shows some purpose as each are carefully delineated on light brown artist paper with
the pencil drawings heightened in places in white and then carefully mounted with a neat ink borders. The
selection has then been bound in a costly straight grain morocco and neatly gilt and lettered and quite ‘the
thing’ for the drawing room table - although it must be added the binding is not so costly as to afford gilt
edges or endpapers.

Hesketh Hubbard in his article on Burgess [see The Connoisseur Vol. CXIX, May, 1947] notes that he made
four books of drawings with a similar confection of subjects for sale to his students. This appears to be a type
of compilation which may have been sold or leant out to students and The subjects of a number of the pencil
sketches include the form of different tree species, both set in landscape or as detailed studies of trunks and
branches. It is therefore not coincidental that in 1827 Burgess published Eidodendron: Views of the general
character and appearance of Trees Foreign and Indigenous connected with Picturesque Scenery and that some
of the work contained in our album was a precursor to this publication.
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‘A pract ica l  rec ipe book for the busy to i lers  o f  Lancash ire  and Yorksh ire ’

16. BUTTERWORTH, J.T. BUTTERWORTH, J.T. BUTTERWORTH, J.T. BUTTERWORTH, J.T. PRACTICAL MEDICAL & COMMERCIAL RECIPES Printed for the
Proprietor by R.H. Ashworth, Ltd, “Free Press” Office, Brighouse, [1897]. £ £ £ £ 150150150150

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 40; lightly and evenly browned throughout, due to paper stock; stapled as issued
in the original printed wrappers, spine repaired, wrappers lightly dustsoiled.

Rare first edition of these medical and commercial recipes by J. T.
Butterworth, ‘qualified chemist and druggist, (by examination)
London, qualified dispencer to the Society of Apothecaries (by
examination) London’.

‘The whole of the medical and commercial recipes published herein
are the result of a lifetime’s gleaning amongst the medical
practitioners and commercial drug businesses throughout the
country, and no recipe makes its appearance in this work which has
not been thoroughly tried, and found to be absolutely the best of
its class. The provincialisms of Lancashire and Yorkshire’s
requirements are entirely different from those in the Southern
shires, and to the requirements of the teeming population of those
northern shires this book is respectfully dedicated, in the hope that
it may in some measure relieve the sufferings of the afflicted, as
well as furnish such commercial recipes as will be a financial
advantage to all who possess it’ (Introduction).

Attractively printed using various different fonts throughout, such
recipes are included as ‘Tic and Neuralgic Mixture’, ‘Indian
Brandee’, ‘For Sleeplessness’, and ‘Winter fluid for roughness of the
skin’.

OCLC records two copies, at Oxford and Cambridge.

17. [CADBURY TRADE CATALOGUE]. [CADBURY TRADE CATALOGUE]. [CADBURY TRADE CATALOGUE]. [CADBURY TRADE CATALOGUE]. CADBURY’S PRICE LIST OF COCOA & CHOCOLATE
… Christmas Season Price List 1903-1904. [Birmingham, 1903]. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

Oblong 8vo, pp. [30], [26] Price list with colour
illustrations inserted in centre; apart from a few
marks, clean throughout; stapled as issued in the
original printed wraps depicting the Cadbury works at
Bournville, staple rusted resulting in the outer
wrapper being loose, and some minor dust-soiling,
but still a very appealing item.

Rare and attractive Cadbury’s sales catalogue for the
Christmas season 1903-1904.

The catalogue provides a thorough list of all
Cadbury’s wares, from cocoa essence, cocoa nibs and
chocolate drops, to best quality fancy goods - fruit
chocolate, creme chocolates and fancy boxes to name
but a few. Particularly attractive is the accompanying
‘Illustrated Price List’ which shows all the fancy boxes
thath were being offered during the Christmas
season, many depicting Edwardian beauties, and the
taste for the Art Nouveau which was then in fashion.

As if to demonstrate the value’s of being part of the
Cadbury family, the catalogue begins with a
photograph of ‘One of the girls gymnastic classes in
girls pavilion, Swedish drill is compulsory for all girls
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under 15, in the firm’s time.’ In 1900, the Bournville Village Trust had been formally set up to control the
development of the estate independently of George Cadbury or the Cadbury company. The trust focused on
providing schools, hospitals, museums, public baths and reading rooms.

18. [CANDLER, Sarah ([CANDLER, Sarah ([CANDLER, Sarah ([CANDLER, Sarah (attrib.attrib.attrib.attrib.)] )] )] )] BUDS OF GENIUS or, some account of the early lives of
Celebrated Characters who were remarkable in their childhood. Intended as an Introduction to
Biography. London: Printed for Darton, Harvey, and Darton, No. 55, Gracechurch Street 1816. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. iv, 135, [1] blank; stipple engraved frontispiece showing an incident in of Franklin’s
youth. original green calf backed boards, near contemporary inscription on front-free endpaper.
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A neatly produced Darton publication giving the lives - suitably modified - of James Ferguson, Caroline
Simmons, Sir Isaac Newton, Doctor Franklin, Alexander Pope, Doctor Johnson, Richard Cumberland, Lucy
Hutchinson, Henry Kirk White, William Cowper, Anthony Purver, Thomas Dermody, Martha Laurens
Ramsey, Edward Gibbon and Hester Chapone.

‘In the frontispiece, a soft edge engraving by an unknown illustrator who also worked for John Harris, the
young Franklin directs his playmates to remove stones from a building site so that they can erect a little quay
from which to fish, a popular incident from Franklin’s Life and Works. Joseph Lancaster uses the story in his
Improvements In Education to argue that such lively behavior should not be repressed but directed toward
useful ends: “Whenever a neat, ingenious trick, of a mischievous nature, has been played, we may be sure
some arch wag, who officiates as captain of the gang, perhaps a Franklin, was the original and life of the
conspiracy.”’ [Children’s books published by William Darton and his sons: a catalogue of an exhibition at the
Lilly Library, Indiana University, April-June, 1992. No. 132].

Darton G162; Osborne p. 799; OCLC: 30007278.

Inc lud ing  a  utop ian  survey o f  exot ic  forms o f  government

19. CASSIUS, Dio. CASSIUS, Dio. CASSIUS, Dio. CASSIUS, Dio. DEMOKRATIE UND MONARCHIE, Eine
freye Uebersetzung aus dem Griechischen des Dio Cassius.
Nebst einem Fragment über die Regierungsform im Uranos
Gedruckt in der hauptstadt des Uranos. 1796.                  £ £ £ £ 550550550550

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 152; very minor foxing in places, otherwise
a clean copy throughout; uncut in contemporary blue wraps, minor
chipping to head and tail of spine, and remains of old label at foot,
otherwise apart from light surface wear a very good copy.

First edition of this anonymous loose translation of parts of the great
history of Rome by the consul and historian Dio Cassius (AD150-
235).

Cassius, in common with many other Roman aristocrats, was sceptical
of the merits of democracy, and it is his writings on its dangers, and
on the advantages of monarchy, that are here translated, less than a
decade after the French Revolution; the anti-revolutionary views of
the translator are made clear in the preface. The second half of the
volume consists of “Fragments on government reform on Uranus”, an
enthusiastically utopian survey of exotic forms of government, with a
helpful glossary.

Not in OCLC which only records a 1797 edition, at Berlin and
Tubingen only.

20. CATNACH, James, CATNACH, James, CATNACH, James, CATNACH, James, publisherpublisherpublisherpublisher. . . . BUDGET OF MIRTH; a Selection of Flash Songs. Songs of Tom
and Jerry London: Printed and Sold by J. Catnach, 2 Monmouth-Court, 7 dials. [circa, 1822]. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

Broadside 50 x 38cm; with two large and three smaller woodcuts and printed verse; from the Renier
collection, inscribed as such on verso.

By the mid 1820s a series of burlettas adapted from of Pierce Egan’s Life in London generically known as ‘Tom
and Jerry’ plays, performed at Moncrieff’s Adelphi Theatre. These burlettas played up the emerging stock
characterisation based round the social behaviour of an apparently increasing youthful delinquency.

The central cut showing the funeral of Tom and Jerry with a pictorial representation of the Adelphi theatre in
the background. Catnach was never worried too much about taking wholesale any idea that could turn a
profit. Here he also reprints several songs performed at the Adelphi, Vauxhall Gardens and other places of
entertainment.
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21. CATNACH, James, CATNACH, James, CATNACH, James, CATNACH, James, publisherpublisherpublisherpublisher. . . . LAUGH & GROW FAT! A Sheet of Merry Songs London:
Printed and Sold Wholesale and Retail by J. Catnach, 2 Monmouth-Court, 7 dials. [circa, 1822]. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

Broadside 50 x 38 cm; with four large woodcuts and printed verse; from the Renier collection.

The upper cut showing Tom, Jerry and Logic visiting the Treadmill, this was probably the treadmill at the new
house of correction in Brixton which opened in 1820.  See previous item for further information.
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22. [CHICAGO WORLD’S FAIR, 1933/4]. [CHICAGO WORLD’S FAIR, 1933/4]. [CHICAGO WORLD’S FAIR, 1933/4]. [CHICAGO WORLD’S FAIR, 1933/4]. LARGE SCRAP ALBUM of pamphlets and flyers
collected at the World’s Fair in Chicago. [Various], [c. 1934]. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

SSSSCRAP CRAP CRAP CRAP BBBBOOKOOKOOKOOK.... 24 leaves, with 15 colour postcards and 64 printed items and brochures tipped in; in the original
red blindstamped wraps.

Original scrapbook put together by a visitor to the Chicago World’s Fair in 1933/4, containing the ephemera
picked up during their visit.

After fifteen colour postcards showing various views of the fair, ephemera and brochures are tipped in for
both the big companies (such as Pullman, Union Pacific, United Airlines, Ford, Firestone, Chevrolet, General
Motors, Sinclair Gasoline, Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation) and smaller operations (such as Ivano,
promoting their “Gaslox”, a locking cap for gas tanks and ‘Hild Rug Shampoo’).

Other noteworthy items tipped in include a leaflet for ‘The Frigidaire Air Conditioned House’, ‘Heinz strained
foods for babies’, as well as a menu and business cards from the places dined at during the stay.

To Regu late  Chi ld  Labour in  Mi l l s

23. [CHILD LABOUR]. [CHILD LABOUR]. [CHILD LABOUR]. [CHILD LABOUR]. THREE ORIGINAL CHILDREN’S CERTIFICATE’S OF AGE, issued
pursuant to the Act of 3 & 4 William IV. Cap 103; “to regulate the Labour of Children and Young
Persons in the Mills and Factories of the United Kingdom.” 1834. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

Three certificates, 139 x162mm, Royal Coat of Arms at the head, printed black on white paper with ink infills
where required.

The Factory Act 1833 (3 & 4 Will. IV) was an attempt to establish a regular working day in textile
manufacture. The Act contained many provisions, the most significant being that Children under 9 could not
be employed in textile manufacture (except in silk mills). In order to obtain employment children were
required to produce a valid Certificate of Age issued by a Doctor or Surgeon after an examination. Doctors
had stocks of these certificates printed with the doctors name.
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The three offered here are issued by Andrew Ramsay, of Leslie, Fife Scotland, and certified as follows:

1. 14, April, 1834, certifies Janet Scott (in ink) “is of the ordinary strength and Appearance of a female of
Fourteen and a half (in ink) Years of Age.”

2. 16th April 1834 certifies Isabella Williamson (in ink) “is of the ordinary strength and Appearance of a female
of Sixteen (in ink) Years of Age.”

3. 6th April 1835 certifies Ann Hunter (in ink) “is of the ordinary strength and Appearance of a young person
of Thirteen (in ink) Years of Age.”

Each certificate is then signed by Ramsay and countersigned by the Factory Inspector or by a Magistrate within
three months of issue. At the time of issue there were many flax, lint and other textile mills in Leslie, snuff was
also produced in the town. Steam power began to supplement then replace water power from the 1830s, and
by the middle of the century several thousand people were employed in the town’s mills.

Fascinating and rare ephemeral items.

 ‘ the  best  work pub l i shed on the sub ject ’

24. [CHOLERA]. KENNEDY, James. [CHOLERA]. KENNEDY, James. [CHOLERA]. KENNEDY, James. [CHOLERA]. KENNEDY, James. THE HISTORY OF THE CONTAGIOUS CHOLERA: with
facts explanatory of its origin and laws, and of a rational method of cure. London: James Cochrane
and Co., 11, Waterloo-Place, Pall-Mall. 1831. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. iv, xv, [i] blank, 291, [1] blank; with two folding maps; a clean copy in recent calf
backed marbled boards, spine lettered and tooled in gilt.

Scarce first edition of this important work on the history and spread of cholera in India, written before the
contagion had reached the British shores, and thus intended to provide advice and guidance to both the
medical profession and general populace alike.

James Kennedy (1803-1868) spent much time in India and witnessed at first hand the effects and rapid
progress of the disease. He includes the opinions of many local physicians, and recognises that it is not
transmitted through the atmosphere, but rather by travellers, and that it particularly effects densely populated
and less sanitary areas. A contemporary review in the Metropolitan states: ‘We trust all who are interested in
this question will read Mr. Kennedy’s book. It is the best work published on the subject, and, with the
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experience of the author, worth all the published reports of the College of Physicians, and the College to
boot, upon a question like the present’ (Metropolitan, Volume 2, p. 74).

OCLC records two copies, in Aberdeen and Barcelona.

Cholera  coming to  Nap les

25. [CHOLERA]. CASSESE, Emiddio. [CHOLERA]. CASSESE, Emiddio. [CHOLERA]. CASSESE, Emiddio. [CHOLERA]. CASSESE, Emiddio. ALL’ ECCELLENTISSIMO SIGNORE INTENDENTE IL
COMMENDATOR SANCIO Pratiche, o Preservazioni Pubbliche avverso la venuta del Cholera in
questa Metropoli. Napoli, dalla Tipografia del Sebeto. 1837.

[bound with:] IL MERITEVOLISSIMO Commendator Sancio Epistola sulla Natura, o Qualita’, che dir
Conviensi del Cholera insorto in questa provincia. Napoli, tipografia del Sebeto. 1837. £ £ £ £ 200200200200

FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS. 8vo, pp. [iv], 36; 32; lightly foxed; in later purple wrappers.

Only edition of this uncommon pamphlet offering advice on the best ways of preparing for the arrival of
cholera in Naples, by the Neapolitan physician Emiddio Cassese.

Naples, in particular the lower city, was especially susceptible to epidemics; between 1835 and 1885 there
were eight cholera epidemics, and four of typhoid, which claimed together in excess of 48,000 lives. Many
factors came into play, most importantly the overcrowding that resulted from the location of lower Naples in
a basin surrounded by sea and marsh on one side and hills on the others. Cassese, who also published works
on osteology and anatomy, as well as a Brevissima storia del cholera in 1836, addresses his pamphlet to the
city authorities, and emphasises cleanliness (of air, animals, and food, rather than of water), drawing on Frank’s
System einer vollstländigen medicinischen Polizey and other sources.

ICCU records one copy, at the Biblioteca della Società Napoletana di storia patria; not in OCLC.
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26. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. HOW TO ECONOMIZE LIKE A LADY. By the Author of
“How to dress on fifteen pounds a year.” London: George Routledge & Sons, The Broadway,
Ludgate. [1874]. £ £ £ £ 185185185185

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 186, [2] advertisements; a clean copy throughout, with contemporary
ownership signature at head of title; in contemporary half morocco over marbled boards, spine lettered and
ruled in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very appealing copy.

Scarce first edition of this little household guide for ladies, giving practical advice under chapter headings such
as ‘On Time, Temper, and Sundries’, ‘On Household Matters’, ‘On Social Economy’ and concluding with ‘On
Children’.

‘Your cook, if she be a pleasant person, will quite understand that you have many more opportunities of
seeing and tasting dishes than she has, and instead of looking at it as an interference, will be glad of your
teaching and advice’ (p. 90).

Little seems to be known of the author, Millicent Whiteside Cook, other than her practical household
manuals. Besides the present work she also wrote How to dress on £15 a year (1873) and Tables and chairs a
practical guide to economical furnishing (1877).

OCLC records copies at the BL, NLS, Cambridge, Oxford and Trinity College Dublin only.

27. CRUIKSHANK, George. CRUIKSHANK, George. CRUIKSHANK, George. CRUIKSHANK, George. THE BETTING-BOOK. … with cuts. London: W. & F. G. Cash, 5,
Bishopsgate Street without; ans sold by W. Tweedie. 1852. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 31; lightly dust-soiled and foxed in places; stitched as issued in the original printed
wraps, spine repaired, upper wrapper with contemporary note in ink at head ‘1st original issue, 30/-’.

Uncommon first edition of this moral diatribe by Cruikshank, written to show the dangers of gambling and the
betting houses which had developed in London.

Coln 201.
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The c irc le  squared ,  wi th  a  song

28. [DE NATTES]. [DE NATTES]. [DE NATTES]. [DE NATTES]. MIXTI-PHILOLOGIE sur la quadrature
du cercle. A Bar-sur-Ornain, de l’Imprimerie de Choppin, fils.
[c.1790].                                                                     £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 16; some light spotting in places but
generally clean; in recent green wrappers.

This short pamphlet, signed by the unknown “de Nattes”, details
the author’s attempts to square the circle, describing the various
steps taken, and the foundations of his Récréation géométrico-
arithmétique, which he states was published two years previously
(although we have been unable to find any further reference to this
work). De Nattes does confess at the end that a great professor
had advised him that “the results of what I call my squaring of the
circle are nothing but absurdities”.

To atone for these absurdities, the author opens with a song (to be
sung to a known tune), which starts:

“J’avois cru sans témérité,
Du cercle en toute vérité;
Donner la Quadrature:

Mais c’est d’affronts que l’on couvrait,
Le travail qui la découvrait;
C’est facheuse aventure”.

OCLC records just one copy, at the Bibliotheque Nationale.

F irst  Scot t i sh  work on Scot t i sh  Agr icu l ture

29. DONALDSON, James. DONALDSON, James. DONALDSON, James. DONALDSON, James. HUSBANDRY
ANATOMISED, or, an enquiry into the present manner
of teiling and manuring the ground in Scotland for most
part; and several rules and measures laid down for the
better improvement thereof, in so much that one third
part more increase may be had, and yet more than a
third part of the expence of the present way of
labouring thereof saved. Edinburgh, Printed by John
Reid, in the Year M.DC.XC.VII. [1697].            £ £ £ £ 2,8502,8502,8502,850

SSSSECOND ECOND ECOND ECOND EEEEDITIONDITIONDITIONDITION.... 8vo. (in ½ sheets), pp. [xvi], 136; tiny
pinhole touching one letter of date, contemporary
ownership inscription in ink on title-page (of one James
Bennet), later endpapers; contemporary morocco, the sides
panelled in gilt in the Cambridge style, spine fully gilt within
the compartments with an overall geometric pattern, all
edges gilt, joints and extremities worn; a very good copy
indeed.

Second edition, however a sole copy of the 1696 first
edition survives in the Signet Library (Wing D.1852: Aldis
3553). A brief supplement or postscript was also published
later in 1698 but is not present here.

The first printed work on agriculture in Scotland. ‘A rare
little book … A high estimation has always been placed upon
this work, as a valuable production of that early time, and it
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is considered fully equal to anything of that kind that had appeared to date. Copies are exceedingly scarce.’
[McDonald, Agricultural Writers, p. 142]. This was the first published work of James Donaldson (fl. 1713),
who supplies a brief biography describing his farming background in the dedication. He takes a 60 acre holding
as the basis for his discussions, which include some calculations of estimated costs and returns. As well as soil
management and manuring, the author provides advice on the keeping of horses, cattle and sheep with
detailed instructions on Scottish methods of making butter and cheese. Donaldson ends with advice on
planting for the husbandman and the ‘sowing and planting of several garden seeds, and roots’, in particular
potatoes - at that time still an unusual foodstuff.

Fussell (vol. I, p. 84) additionally notes that ‘the main novelty is that he [i.e. Donaldson] is one of the first
farming authors to consider the cost of production.’

Wing D.1853; Aldis 3662; Goldsmiths 3384; Rothamsted p. 48; Perkins 497; OCLC records copies in North
America, at Illinois, Indiana, Columbia, National Agricultural library, Wisconsin Madison, Huntington and Yale.

Grand Bazaar  he ld  in  a id  o f  the I r i sh  Distressed Lad ies  Fund

30. [DUNCAN, Walter]. [DUNCAN, Walter]. [DUNCAN, Walter]. [DUNCAN, Walter]. SKETCHES BY WALTER DUNCAN, ESQ. Associate of the Royal Water
Color Society, Pall Mall East. From a Collection of his Paintings Formed and Lent by Mr A Booth for
Exhibition at the Grand Bazaar Held in aid of the Irish Distressed Ladies Fund by kind permission of
the Duke of Wellington, in His Riding School, Knightsbridge on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday The 7th, 8th, and 9th June, 1888.
John Fellowes, Gloucester. [1888].                                    £ £ £ £ 150150150150

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [60]; with engraved title page and 29 full page
sepia lithos on thin card, each illustration with text and titles on
opposite verso sides of plates, printed in brown ink throughout; some
minor spotting in places, otherwise clean; in the original printed card
covers, spine splitting and repaired with archive tape, covers lightly
dust-soiled, but still a very good copy.

An interesting and scarce catalogue of works by the British painter
Walter Duncan (1848-1932) exhibited at the ‘Grand Bazaar’ in
Knightsbridge, held in aid of the Irish Distressed Ladies Fund. Four of
the illustrations are of pictures inspired by “Undine”, with more
extended text. Some of the others are inspired by Shakespearean and
other classic texts, with shorter quotations.

Walter Duncan was a London painter and water colourist and son of
the English master painter Edward Duncan (1803-1882). He exhibited
prolifically at the old watercolour society and also the Royal Academy,
Suffolk Street, New watercolour society, Grosvenor gallery and the
New gallery. His subjects were mostly coastal scenes and seascapes,
though few are in evidence in the present exhibition.

Not in OCLC.

31. [DUPRE DE SAINT MAUR, Nicholas Francois]. [DUPRE DE SAINT MAUR, Nicholas Francois]. [DUPRE DE SAINT MAUR, Nicholas Francois]. [DUPRE DE SAINT MAUR, Nicholas Francois]. ESSAI SUR LES MONNOIES, ou reflexions sur
le rapport entre l’argent et les denrees. A Paris, chez Jean-Baptiste Coignard, 1746. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. xxi, [iii] Approbation, Privilege and errata, 220, 188, large folding table and other
tables in text; apart from some minor light dust-soiling in places, a clean copy throughout; contemporary
mottled calf, spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, spine rather rubbed and label chipped,
joints cracked (but cords holding firm), upper board with contemporary armorial crest stamped in gilt, still a
good copy.
Dupre de Saint-Maur (1695-1774), was an accounting master by profession and is best remembered for his
writings on money, although it was in recognition of his translation of Milton’s Paradise Lost that he was
granted membership of the French Academy.
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Essai sur les Monnoies was his most important work and was highly acclaimed on its publication. Palgrave
notes that it may ‘still be consulted with advantage’. It is valuable for its interesting details of money and prices
in the Middle Ages. The second part traces the prices of various commodities from 1202 to 1742.

Kress 4804; Goldsmiths 8235; Einaudi 1687; INED 1643; Palgrave I, p. 654; Coquelin et Guillaumin I. p. 626
(for Dupre), and II. p. 217 (for bibliography of works on money).

The dangers  o f  a  neg lected educat ion

32. [EDUCATION]. [EDUCATION]. [EDUCATION]. [EDUCATION]. OPUSCOLO SOPRA LI MALI CHE DERIVANO da una trascurata
Educazione. In Verona, per gli Eredi di Marco Moroni. 1803. £ £ £ £ 225225225225

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 22, [2] blank; apart from some minor light foxing a clean copy; uncut and stitched as
issued in the original carta rustica wrappers; a fine copy.

First edition of this reactionary little work on the damage done by a neglected education. The anonymous
author laments that the recent downfall of some monarchies can only be the result of neglected - or modern -
education. The author felt that concentrating too much on superficial knowledge than the education of the
heart and the sentiments was at fault. In chapter four the author asks the members of the dissolved Jesuit
order to take on the task of educating the neglected youth, a task for which they were well-equipped.

ICCU locates two copies, in Venice and Livorno; not in OCLC.

Spoof  Newspaper ,  pub l i shed annua l ly  on Apr i l  Foo ls ’  Day

33. FAIRBURN, John FAIRBURN, John FAIRBURN, John FAIRBURN, John publisherpublisherpublisherpublisher. . . . THE QUIZZICAL GAZETTE EXTRAORDINARY AND
WONDERFUL ADVERTISER For the lovers of Wit, Whimsicality, Laughability, Comicality, and
Eccentricity. No. 1 [-11 all published]. London: Printed and published by John Fairburn, at the
Quizzical Gazette office, 2, Broadway, Ludgate Hill 1819-1828. £ £ £ £ 550550550550
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Folio, pp. [29 x 19.5 cm], pp. 1-96, [109]-144 [i.e complete with error in pagination]; uncut in contemporary
[original?] blue sugar paper boards with black paper backstrip; decorative bookplate of John Joseph Ashby
Fillinham [see below].

The Quizzical Gazette Extraordinary and Wonderful Advertiser, priced sixpence, appeared on the 1st April,
1819, and was continued annually for eight years, always bearing the date on April Fools’ Day. It was the
property of Mr. John Fairburn, of the Broadway, Ludgate Hill, and seems to have enjoyed a tolerable degree of
success, though its main feature consisted of a ludicrous version of ordinary newspaper paragraphs and
advertisements. Because the publication was an annual very few complete copies seem to have survive.d

The former owner John Joseph Ashby Fillinham, 1785-1862. ‘He was formerly connected with the Surrey
Water-works, and retired on a pension. His duties whilst engaged in business afforded him many facilities for
acquiring literary and topographical rarities, which were classified by the late Richard Thomson, Esq., of the
London Institution. Those relating to the metropolitan places of amusement, such as Bartholomew Fair,
Sadler’s Wells, Vauxhall, and Marylebone Gardens, &c., were singularly curious, and some of the highest
degree of rarity. During his life he presented to the British Museum his remarkable collection of playing-cards,
and to the Library of the Corporation of London his omnium gatherum relating to the topography and
antiquity of the famed city, which has since been classified and arranged in thirteen volumes by Mr. W. H.
Overall, the librarian. Emma Lyon, of Merton, spinster, and George Lyon, of No. 3, Spencer Street, Church
Road, Battersea, his natural and lawful cousins, administered to his effects…[these] were dispersed by Messrs.
Puttick & Simpson, of 47, Leicester Square, in August, 1862.’ [Notes & Queries March 30th 1867].

OCLC records three copies, at the BL, NYPL and the Huntington.
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34. [FAN]. [FAN]. [FAN]. [FAN]. ROSETTE OU LE RENDEZ-VOUS. [n.p., Paris?] [c. 1807]. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

Folding paper fan, mounted on wooden sticks, 24cm high, 45cm wide; the leaf with hand coloured engraved
central image of an altar on which stands a cupid aiming an arrow at a shepherdess on his right, while a young
man stands in eager expectation on his left and on either side verses, entitled ‘Rosette ou le Rendez-vous’ The
border decorated with scrolling foliage, swags and other ornaments; with small paper label with ink number
‘75’ probably indicating a reference to a unidentified collection.

The fan was very probably produced as a love token with suitably ecstatic verses and an image of a winsome
shepherdess being adored by a elegant young man using cupid to intercede.

As far as we can tell the verses stem from the almanac Les Etrennes a la Rose ou Le Rosier d’Amour, Paris:
Chez Janet, Libraire, Rue St Jacques No 31. 1807. This included an abundance of poems on the rose, all of
which are on requited love. The quality of the fan would make it a fitting present for citizens that formed the
rising middle-class poulation of Napoleon’s First Empire.

Schreiber Collection 184; see Félix Meunié Bibliographie de Quelques Almanachs Illustrés des XVIIIe et XIXe
Siècles Paris 1906 p. 17, No. 59.

Employment  o f  the Poor and Dishonourab le  Begg ing

35. FIRMIN, Thomas. FIRMIN, Thomas. FIRMIN, Thomas. FIRMIN, Thomas. SOME PROPOSALS FOR THE IMPLOYMENT OF THE POOR, and for the
prevention of idleness and the consequence thereof, begging. A practice so dishonourable to the
nation, and to the Christian religion. In a letter to a friend by T.F. London, printed by J. Grover, and
to be sold by Francis Smith, at the Elephant and Castle, and Brad. Aylmer, at the Three Pigeons in
Cornhill. 1681. £ £ £ £ 2,8502,8502,8502,850

SSSSECONDECONDECONDECOND, , , , MUCH EXPANDED EDITIONMUCH EXPANDED EDITIONMUCH EXPANDED EDITIONMUCH EXPANDED EDITION.... 4to, pp. [ii], 46; with engraved frontispiece; a fine, crisp, copy with good
margins, in old (eighteenth century?) marbled wrappers.

Thomas Firmin (1632-1697) had learned to distrust mere almsgiving and made it his business to enquire into
the condition of the poor by personal investigation and to reduce the causes of social distress by economic
effort. His first philanthropic experiment was occasioned by the trade disorganisation of the plague year
(1665). He provided employment at making up clothing for hands thrown out of work. Other schemes
involved the building of storage space by the river for corn and coals to be retailed to the poor in hard times
at cost price. Early in 1676 he had started a workhouse in Little Britain, for the employment of the poor in the
linen manufacture. Firmin employed as many as 1,700 spinners, besides flax dressers and weavers. His
arrangements for the comfort and cleanliness of his hands and for the industrial training of children rescued
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from the streets was admirable. But the scheme never paid.
Firmin sold his linens at cost price and the annual loss on
the venture was £200. In addition to his philanthropic
efforts on behalf of the poor, Firmin was a prison
philanthropist and worked hard to alleviate the condition of
prisoners, particularly those imprisoned for debt.

The present work is his most important and best known
publication. It contains, amongst other things, an account of
his own Work-House.

Wing F.972; Goldsmiths 2435; Kress 1534; Massie 1049.

‘ a  new era o f  lega l  med ic ine in  France ’

36. FODERE, François Emmanuel. FODERE, François Emmanuel. FODERE, François Emmanuel. FODERE, François Emmanuel. LES LOIS ECLAIREES PAR LES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES; OU
TRAITE DE MEDICINE LEGALE … Tome Premier [-Troisieme]. A Paris, chez Croullebois, L’An
Septieme [1798]. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 8vo, pp. xi, [i] errata, 452; [ii], 428; [iv],
286, [2]; some mnotr foxing in places, but generally clean throughout;
bound in contemporary mottled sheep, spine ruled and tooled in gilt with
red morocco labels lettered in gilt, foot of vol. III chipped and minor
rubbing to head of vol. II, but not detracting from this being a handsome
and appealing copy.

First edition of Fodere’s Les lois eclairees par les sciences physiques; ou
traite de medicine legale, which established the distinction between civil,
criminal forensic medicine, administrative forensic medicine as well as
health and medicine policing and became the standard work on medical
jurisprudence in France during the early part of the nineteenth century

‘This book marked a new era of legal medicine in France and the
advancement of the whole field. It became widely known outside of France
and established Fodere as an international aurthority’ (Nemac 334).

François Emmanuel Fodere (1764-) was professor of medical jurisprudence
at Strasbourg from 1814 until 1834. In 1819 he was appointed lecturer in
the history of epidemic diseases and hygiene, his lectures being afterwards
published in four volumes in 1822–24. His other works included Traite du
goitre et du cretinisme, precede d’un discours sur Pinfluence de l’air
humide sur l’entendement humain (1790), Essai historique et moral sur la
pauvrete des nations, la population, la mendicite, les hopitaux et les enfants
trouves (1825), Recherches sur la nature, les causes et le traitement du
Cholera-morbus (1831) and Essai sur les diverses especes de folie (1832). A
second edition of the present work appeared in 1813.

Garrison-Morton 1734; Blake 149; Wellcome III 36.
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37. [FONTAINE]. [FONTAINE]. [FONTAINE]. [FONTAINE]. FABLE DE LA FONTAINE. Le Roi et le Berger. Texte illustre de neuf beaux
dessins colories, composes par Deligny. Typographie, Lithographie, Imagarie de Haguenthal, Editeur, a
Pont-a-Mousson, Meurthe. Depot a Paris, chez Guerin-Muller et Ce, 3, Rue du Grand Chantier. [n.d.,
c. 1860]. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

CCCCONCERTINAONCERTINAONCERTINAONCERTINA----FOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMA.... Oblong 8vo, 130mm high opening out to 750mmm long; panorama of nine
captioned lithographed plates by Deligny, all coloured by hand, text in verse on front pastedown; in the
original printed boards, lightly dust-soiled and backstrip chipped, but still a very appealing item.

A rare French panorama telling the story of Le Roi et le Berger from Fontaine’s Fables, originally published as
the ninth fable of Book X, from the second collection of Fables of 1678.

Not in Gumuchian.

38. [FORTUNE TELLING]. [FORTUNE TELLING]. [FORTUNE TELLING]. [FORTUNE TELLING]. THE UNIVERSAL DREAMER
containing the interpretation of a great variety of dreams,
explaining their meaning, and disclosing the secrets of
futurity. London: Printed by W. S. Fortey, Monmouth Court,
Bloomsbury, W.C. [n.d. but c. 1860].                           £ £ £ £ 185185185185

8vo, pp. [12]; some light soiling, otherwise clean and crisp; stitched
as issued in the original yellow printed wrappers with engraved
vignette, spine split for about 4cms at head, with slight nicking at
tail and to upper cover of rear cover; an appealing copy.

An appealing example of this scarce little chapbook on dream
interpretation, published by the noted London publisher W.S.
Fortey, no doubt a companion volume to their Universal Fortune
Teller published at around the same time. The estimated date is
derived from his years of activity at the Monmouth Court address
(see Brown. London publishers and printers, p. 68). The striking
image on the upper cover has been rather crudely printed, with
some wear to the plate evident along right margin: the McGill copy
which has been digitised displays the same wear.

OCLC locates a copy at McGill University, with a number of
microfilm and digital copies recorded.
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39. [FROST FAIR]. [FROST FAIR]. [FROST FAIR]. [FROST FAIR]. VIEW OF THE THAMES OFF THREE CRANES WHARF WHEN FROZEN,
Monday 31st January to Saturday 5th February 1814, on which a fair was held attended by many
hundred persons. [Published 18th February, 1814 by Burkitt & Hudson, 85, Cheapside, London]
[1814]. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

Aquatint with line engraving [52 x 40cm] evidence of having been once folded with some discreet repairs on
verso, but otherwise a very good clean copy of this rare print.

A fine aquatint of the 1814 Frost Fair in soon after its inception, with a view at Three Cranes Wharf on the
31st January 1814. It was to become a much more elaborate affair during the coming week, with several large
tents being set up and a considerably increase of people gathering on the frozen surface.

It is interesting to note the quite hummocky nature of the ice in the present image, presenting evidence of the
backing up of ice due to the impeded flow of the river at old London Bridge.

The lega l  s tatus  o f  women

40. GABBA, Carlo Francesco. GABBA, Carlo Francesco. GABBA, Carlo Francesco. GABBA, Carlo Francesco. DELLA CONDIZIONE GIURIDICA
DELLE DONNE studi e confronti. Seconda Edizione. Torino, Unione
Tipografico-Editrice, 1880.                                                     £ £ £ £ 350350350350

SSSSECOND ECOND ECOND ECOND EEEEDITIONDITIONDITIONDITION.... 8vo, pp. [ii], 716, [1] index, [1] blank; some browning in
places; in the original printed wrappers; some soiling, and chipping to
extremities.

Second and significantly enlarged edition, after the first of 1861, of this
historical survey of the legal status of women by the Pisan law professor
Carlo Francesco Gabba (1838-1920).

After a survey of the current laws concerning women, and a statement of
the importance of a proper understanding of their peculiar legal standing,
Gabba describes the history of women’s rights by drawing heavily on the
work of John Stuart Mill and others contemporary writers. He then
discusses  the laws relating to women among eastern civilisations, in ancient
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Greece and Rome, medieval Christendom, and in modern Italy with the addition of appendices that include a
very useful bibliography.

Gabba published several works on related subjects, including a study of Italian divorce law and Le donne non
avvocate (1884). He is, however, best known for his principle of ‘acquired right,’ which was first promulgated
in his most famous book Teoria della retroattività delle leggi (Turin, 1891).

OCLC records one copy in North America, in Florida.

41. [“GALLEY’S BOOK”]. [“GALLEY’S BOOK”]. [“GALLEY’S BOOK”]. [“GALLEY’S BOOK”]. NINETEENTH CENTURY CULINARY AND MEDICINAL
MANUSCRIPT HOUSEHOLD RECIPE BOOK. [n.d., c. 1826]. £ £ £ £ 950950950950

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINKNKNKNK 4to, with 41 text pages, other leaves blank (30 leaves approx.), blotting paper and 1
recipe loosely inserted; some spotting, small stains and occasional light browning to text; written in two quite
similar hands, both clear and legible but with small differences in letter forms, apparently contemporaneous,
with recipes in both hands interspersed throughout; in the original vellum binding, slightly soiled and wear to
fore-edge, inscribed to paste-down, “Galleys Book” and beneath, “Septr. 2nd 1826”.

Original manuscript household book containing approximately 145 culinary recipes and 60 household
remedies including many of nineteenth century staples e.g. mock turtle, to kill cockroaches, etc., as well as
some rather more unusual recipes including, “To dress a swan” (apparently from Sir Edward Stracey),
“Ravenna (Ohio) butter”, etc. There are quite a few recipes for making coffee and one entry on the qualities
of coffee “The stimulating quality of coffee & its aromatic taste are caused by the coffee-oil and a substance
called caffein, which are two of the elements of the coffee-berry…” which goes on to recommend the use of
bread in coffee roasting.

The culinary and household recipes and remedies are entered in no particular order, except perhaps
chronologically when they were either exchanged with other cooks, or found in books and journals. Recipes
include: Minced Pies, Lavender Water, To keep knives from Rust, To Brew Porter, To make tracing paper,
For Red Mange, Ginger Beer (with pencil note “not good”), To make Raspberry Vinegar, Cure for Gout -
Lady Bayning, Dr. Pemberton’s Prescription for Indigestion, To make Ink, Coffee for Indigestion, For Cleaning
White Paint, Milk Punch, Cure for an Ague, To make Elder Wine - Mr. Leatherdale (pencil note “not
approved”), Grape Wine, Gloucester Jelly, Another recipe for a Bowel Complaint, Cure for Rheumatism -
Mary Bowles, A good Pudding, Norgates receipt for making coffee, Strawberry or Raspberry Acid, To make
Ginger Beer - approved by all, Cure for Cancer - Mrs Fellowes, Rabbit Soup - Mrs. Lawes, Receipt for Yeast -
Sir Ed. Stracey Bart., Yorkshire Cakes - Sir Ed. Stracey Bart., To dress a swan - Sir E. S., Arabian cure for
Cholera, Cure for a Paralitick Stroke, currates puddings - Mrs. Wright!, To prepare a Maw - Sarah Ann
Gregory, Devonshire junket - Mrs. Langley, Horehound beer, West Indian Preserve, etc.
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There are a number of recipes by Sir Edward Stracey who, although he published some literary pieces, did not
publish any culinary works, so his recipes would have come via manuscript exchange, either directly or
indirectly. These were precarious times, and home treatments risky: Stracey himself died “from an
inflammation caused by the cutting of a corn.”

All in all a very desirable manuscript household book, made all the more charming by the little asides
throughout, e.g “Ceylon coffee is the best. John”, “not good”, “approved by all”, “not fit for use”, etc.

42. [GAME]. [GAME]. [GAME]. [GAME]. LES ANIMAUX SAUVAGES. Wild Beasts. [Paris?], [n.d., c. 1845]. £ £ £ £ 950950950950

Consisting of 19 hand coloured lithograph shaped cut-outs [various sizes from to 8 cm high and 10 cm wide];
contained in the original green and pink patterned paper box, the edges decorated with a flower pattern the
upper cover with a dancing bear and keeper (somewhat worn).

A finely made child’s game illustrating animals of the world.

These include:- Baboon, Castor, Glutton, Hamster, Hare, Jackal, Jaguar, Kangaroo, Lemming, Leopard, Lion,
Mangolin [i.e Pangolin], Monkey, Polar Bear Rhinoceros. Sable, Stag, Wild Goat and Wolf.

A living pangolin did not appear in Europe until the 1840s, the Paris Jardin des Plantes describing a living
specimen in 1842 - clearly rare enough for the name to be spelt wrong on the cut-out. This helps both to
place and date the game, the natural world by this period being seen not just as a collection of curiosities but
as something to be categorised and as a suitably educational subject for children.

Probab i l i t y  at  work and p lay  -  f rom annu i t ies  to  whist

43. GAUTHIER D’HAUTESERVE, M. GAUTHIER D’HAUTESERVE, M. GAUTHIER D’HAUTESERVE, M. GAUTHIER D’HAUTESERVE, M. TRAITÉ ÉLÉMENTAIRE SURE LES PROBABILITÉS; Paris,
Bachelier 1834. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. iv, 120; some spotting and foxing throughout, with one small wormhole throughout,
occasionally with partial loss of letter; in later brown calf-backed boards, spine lettered and ruled in gilt.

First edition of this uncommon treatise on probability, by the French mathematician and politician Gauthier
d’Hauteserve.

Dividing his work into four parts, Gauthier first examines the principles underlying the calculus of probabilities,
and discusses the work of other mathematicians, including the St Petersburg problem illustrated by Bernoulli,
before proposing a number of solutions to various problems concerned with probability. He then examines
the application of the theory of probability to questions concerning annuities, depreciation, and interest, while
the final chapter gives a series of examples of the ways in which probability works in the game of whist.

OCLC records copies at Toronto, Chicago, Michigan, Nevada, and Brown.
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Rare Ant i -En l i ghtenment  work ,  wi th  chapter on how to avo id  ‘dangerous books ’

44. GOLDHAGEN, Hermann. GOLDHAGEN, Hermann. GOLDHAGEN, Hermann. GOLDHAGEN, Hermann. NÖTHIGER UNTERRICHT IN DER RELIGIONSGRÜNDEN gegen
die Gefahren der heutigen Freydenkerey, mit gnädigster Genehmhaltung einer hohen geistlichen und
weltlichen Obrigkeit, nach einer leicht faßlichen Art eingerichtet. Mannheim, gedruckt in der
Akademischen Buchdruckerei, 1769. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xxii], 374; some spotting and foxing throughout, and marginal worming, not
affecting text except in a few instances and then with no loss of sense; in contemporary sheep, spine gilt in
compartments with morocco label lettered in gilt; slight rubbing to covers, but still a good copy.

First edition of this uncommon anti-Enlightenment work by the Mainz Jesuit Hermann Goldhagen (1718-1794),
in which he attempts to describe and elucidate the foundations of religion in a warning against the dangers of
contemporary freethinking.

Goldhagen’s work is divided into five sections. In the first, he examines what he terms the fundamental truths
of religion (that the world must have a creator, the necessity of a future life), before moving to discuss, in the
second and third, divine Revelation in the Old and New Testaments respectively. In the fourth section,
Goldhagen turns to an examination of the Christian religion, its practice, its excellence, and the vast
(“himmelweiten”) difference between Christianity and Islam. In the final section he concentrates on the
advantages of the Catholic faith, and the obvious falsity of other sects.

Throughout the work, Goldhagen is keen to attack the errors of enlightenment philosophy, and the last
chapter deals exclusively with “dangerous books”, giving advice on their avoidance.

Sommervogel III, 1542, 22; OCLC records no copies outside continental Europe.

45. [GRAND NATIONAL CEMETERY]. [GRAND NATIONAL CEMETERY]. [GRAND NATIONAL CEMETERY]. [GRAND NATIONAL CEMETERY]. VIEW OF THE PROPOSED GRAND NATIONAL
CEMETERY. Intended for the prevention of the Danger and Inconvenience of burying the Dead
within the Metropolis: Proposed to erected by a Capital of 400,000l in 16,000 shares at 25l each.
Designed by Francis Goodwin, Esq., Architect. The whole of the Drawings, Plans, Elevations, &c to be
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seen, and Prospectus’s to be had (gratis) at the National Cemetery Office, No 2, Parliament Street,
(opposite Richmond Terrace) from the hours of 12 to 5 daily … [London] Printed by Engelmann,
Graf, Coindet & Co., [n.d., c. 1830]. £ £ £ £ 750750750750

Lithograph on chine collé, 311 x 618mm, drawn on Stone by T. Allom, with cemetery is laid out in the
Classical style, the plan formed of a square with a semi-circular projection at one side; the boundary formed
of a colonnade interspersed with building based on Roman and Greek arches and temples, each corner with
octagons based on the Tower of the Winds, and the semicircle with a form of trajans column at its apex. The
interior centred around a large temple of Acropolis with raised walkways conecting it to entrances midway on
each side of the square. with further smaller teles strategically place throughout the grounds. A hill seen rising
in the middle distance to right and view of the city to left; lightly dust-soiled, otherwise in good original state,
pasted, some time later, on to brown cartridge paper.

Wonderful lithographed view of the proposed ‘Grand National Cemetery’ with a triumphal arch based on the
Arch of Constantine, and a temple based on the Parthenon’ by the architect, Francis Goodwin (1784-1835).

The present lithograph was preceded by four designs (one now in the V & A) showing different views of
Goodwin’s cemetery design for Primrose Hill in London, analogous to Père Lachaise in Paris. There were to
be temples and mausolea in the Greek and Roman style, which can also be seen in the present print.

Sadly the design was ultimately not adapted by the General Cemetery Company, who instead chose to lay out
a different design at Kensal Rise.

The f i rs t  tour i s t  gu ide to  St .  He lena

46. GRANT, Benjamin GRANT, Benjamin GRANT, Benjamin GRANT, Benjamin A FEW NOTES ON ST. HELENA, by Benjamin Grant. Containing some
considerations concerning its utility as a Health Resort; The Geology of the Island, by Captain J.R.
Oliver, R.A., (Published in 1879); and a variety of interesting and statistical information. Also a
Photographic View, by W.H. Marriott. St. Helena: Printed and Published by Benjamin Grant,
Jamestown. [1881]. £ £ £ £ 500500500500

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], [5-] 60; with mounted photographic frontispiece “View in Sandy Bay from the
West, shewing Rose Cottage; Diana’s Peak (2,704 feet) in the distance”; original publisher’s buff limp cloth
with the title page duplicated in black ink, some minor fraying to edges, otherwise a very good copy.

Rare first edition of the first tourist guide to St. Helena extolling its benefits as a health resort, and providing a
wealth of statistical information as well as an original photographic view.
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The pamphlet, written and published by Benjamin Grant on St. Helena, first gives historical information before
moving to ‘Some considerations concerning St. Helena as a health resort’ with the writer noting that ‘when a
capitalist has been found ready to invest money in Sanatoria in this Island, there will probably be many only
too happy to compose an attractive prospectus’ (p. 18). A lengthy essay discussing the geology by Captain J.R.
Oliver is then given before a very interesting and informative account on ‘St. Helena Literature’, the whole
then concluded with a census (accounting for 5,059 inhabitants), a Table of Deaths and a poem entitled, rather
unsurprisingly, ‘St. Helena’.

A second expanded edition appeared in 1883.

COPAC locates only the copy at the British library; OCLC records two copies, at NYPL and Cape Town.

Poetry  in  the age o f  sc ience

47. GRAVINA, Vincenzo. GRAVINA, Vincenzo. GRAVINA, Vincenzo. GRAVINA, Vincenzo. DELLA RAGION POETICA Libri Due. In Roma, Presso Franceso
Gonzaga, MDCCVIII [1708]. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 215, [1] blank; some light browning in places, and dampstain to foot of first
half, barely affecting text; in contemporary drab stiff wrappers, title in ink on spine; some wear to spine and
dampstain to corner of upper cover.

First edition of this lengthy essay on the art of poetry, by the Calabrian philosopher and lawyer Gian Vincenzo
Gravina (1664-1718).

Gravina was one of the principal movers behind the foundation of the Accademia degli Arcadi in Rome in
1690, and was also the author of its constitution, based on the Twelve Tables of ancient Rome. In the present
work, published three years before the schism in the Arcadi that was to lead to his founding of the Accademia
de’ Quirini, Gravina addresses the issue of poetic truth, questioning whether it is a notion with any meaning in
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that the poet can contribute. Gravina illustrates his views through studies of Homer, Catullus, Lucretius,
Theocritus, Dante, Petrarch, Tasso, and others, in particular defending Dante against many of the criticisms of
his contemporaries.

See C. Sangregorio, “Poesia, immaginazione e delerio nell’ estetica di Gian Vinenzo Gravina”, Itinera 2006;
OCLC records one copy in North America, at Yale.

PMM 347

48. [GREAT EXHIBITION 1851]. [GREAT EXHIBITION 1851]. [GREAT EXHIBITION 1851]. [GREAT EXHIBITION 1851]. EXHIBITION OF
THE WORKS OF INDUSTRY OF ALL NATIONS, 1851.
Reports by the Juries on the Subjects in the Thirty Classes
into which the Exhibition was Divided. Presentation Copy.
London: Printed for the Royal Commission, by William
Clowes & Sons, 1852.                                            £ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, pp. [vi], cxx, 867, 16
advertisements; with three chromolithograph plates; original
red ribbed cloth, boards stamped in gilt and blind, decorative
gilt spine, all edges gilt, expertly recased with new endpapers;
housed in a modern custom made slipcase red cloth slipcase; a
very good copy.

First edition of this key contemporary document concerning
the Great Exhibition of 1851, an exhaustive work giving the jury
awards and details of the thirty categories of exhibit. “The total
effect of The Great Exhibition was considerable, if incalculable”
(PMM).

Printing and the Mind of Man 331.
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Bless ings  and Curses

49. GRETSER, Jacob. GRETSER, Jacob. GRETSER, Jacob. GRETSER, Jacob. LIBRI DUO DE BENEDICTIONIBUS, et tertius de Maledictionibus.
Ingolstadii, Ex Typographeo Ederiano, apud Elisabetham Angermariam, Viduam, MDCXV [1615].£ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [xxviii], 288, [43] index and errata, [1] blank; some spotting to title and first couple
of leaves, but otherwise clean and crisp throughout; in slightly later drab boards, title in ink on spine; some
light wear, but still a good copy with the book-plate of the Protestant College at Augsburg on front paste-
down.

Rare first edition of this treatise on blessings and curses by
the prolific Jesuit controversialist and theologian Jacob
Gretser (1562-1625).

The first two parts are concerned with the nature and
various types of benedictions and blessings, first describing
divine blessings and then discussing the forms of blessings in
the context of the Mass, blessings at table, consecration of
churches, and the use of holy water, among other matters.
Gretser pays much attention to the writings of other
theologians, and is particularly keen to attack the Calvinist
Lambertus Danaeus.

The third book turns to an examination of curses. Gretser
defines the curse and gives examples of the circumstances
under which curses are permitted, citing St Augustine and St
Gregory.

OCLC records four copies outside Continental Europe, at
Nebraska, Pennsylvania, Cornell and Manchester.

Pol i t i ca l  S tate  o f  Europe Discussed

50. [HINTS]. [HINTS]. [HINTS]. [HINTS]. HINTS TO ALL PARTIES, by A Man of No Party. London: Bach and Co. 21, Soho
Square, 1834. £ £ £ £ 150150150150

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, 98; a clean copy in recent wraps.

A curious and long political essay, divided into sections on such matters
as ‘the late war and its results, absenteeism, incendiarism, the corn laws,
primogeniture, the political state of Europe, and Russia and her
resources. The short chapter on ‘Incendiarism’ rouses the author to
inveigh against ‘the monster anarchy, armed with the torch of the dark
diabolical incendiary … This newly-invented crime is a disgrace to the
nation, unworthy of civilized England! The practice of it’, claims the
writer, ‘reduces us to a level with the most abandoned countries .’. He
continues by condemning ‘Gallomania’, the ‘silly adoption of the tri-
coloured flag’ and so on. England, after all, was the ‘birthplace and cradle
of liberty’.

Hints as to the authors identity may be deduced from chance remarks in
the text including travelling through ‘Bavaria during the severe winter of
in 1829, in a sledge.’ and ‘During a long residence in that country [i.e.
Germany].’ Also the publishers, Bach & Co. of 21, Soho Square,
advertised themselves as ‘Foreign Booksellers to the Queen’ although
their business appears to have been almost totally restricted to
translations from the German. The business was short-lived for the few
publications and references point to a two year period of output in 1834
and 1835.

Goldsmiths 28422; OCLC records three copies in North America, at NYPL, Yale and Missouri.
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Where to  take the minera l  waters  in  Germany & Switzer land

51. HOFFMANN, Carl August. HOFFMANN, Carl August. HOFFMANN, Carl August. HOFFMANN, Carl August. SYSTEMATISCHE UEBERSICHT UND DARSTELLUNG DER
RESULTATE von zwey hundertt und zwey und vierzig chemischen Untersuchungen mineralischer
Wasser, von Gesundbrunnen und Bädern, in den Ländern des deutschen Staatenvereins und deren
nächsten Begränzungen. Nebst Anzeige aller über diese Heilwasser erscheinenen Schriften. … Berlin,
bey den Gebrüdern Gädicke, 1815. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], vi, 408, [2] errata and advertisements; aside from some occasional browning,
clean and crisp throughout; in contemporary speckled boards, with printed paper label on spine; some soiling
to boards, and wear to joints, but still a good copy.

First edition of this comprehensive overview of the mineral waters of Germany and Switzerland, by the
Weimar professor Carl August Hoffmann (1756-1833).

After a brief introduction, in which Hoffmann divides mineral waters into five categories (acid, alkaline,
muriatic or brine, ferrous, and sulphurous), the work presents, in alphabetical order, an account of the
composition of the waters of some 242 spas from around Germany and Switzerland. In each case, he gives the
specific gravity of the water, its temperature at source, its type according to the categorization above, and its
chemical and mineral composition, as well as noting the name of the person responsible for the analysis, and,
where applicable, the publication in which it is recorded.

A second section presents a full bibliography of works on health spas, springs, and baths, firstly giving details of
general works on the subject, before listing works specific to particular spa towns, again in alphabetical order.

Hoffmann had earlier published Erweiterte Tabelle über etliche vierzig Mineral-Wässer und Gesundbrunnen
Deutschlands (1789), as well as a Handbuch der Mineralogie (1811-1818), and a medics’ guide to balneology.

OCLC records just two copies, at Harvard and the National Library of Medicine.

Educat ion and En l i ghtenment  o f  a  Nat ion by the State

52. HOLZWART, Andreas Ildefons. HOLZWART, Andreas Ildefons. HOLZWART, Andreas Ildefons. HOLZWART, Andreas Ildefons. ERZIEHUNG UND AUFKLÄRUNG einer Nation durch den
Staat. München Selbstverlag, und Nürnberg in Kommission der Steinischen Buchhandlung. 1806. £ £ £ £ 250250250250
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FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [x], 228; with some spotting throughout, and occasional stamps; in contemporary
boards; paper library labels on spine and upper cover; slight worming to upper cover; from the library of a
teacher training seminar in Donauwörth, Bavaria with late 19th-century stamp on title.

First edition of this rare work on state education, written at a time when Germany was not a state at all, but
about to be reorganised and forcefully modernised by Napoleon Buonaparte.

With his Education and Enlightenment of a Nation by the State the Munich teacher Holzwart presents a
complete and detailed manual on how to run a modern educational system. In the Bavaria of 1806 there
clearly was demand for ideas on the education system, after the vacuum of left when the religious orders,
monasteries and local authorities had been abolished. Holzwart gives an outline of a centralized state-run
educational system, redefining the relation between state and church, describing education of civil servants,
and giving detailed suggestions for curricula and contents of different subjects, the patriotic education of loyal
citizens, textbooks and teaching manuals, teacher training and the role of the state as educator and civilizing
force in general.

OCLC records two copies, at Munich and Florida State.

53. HUNT, Margaret H. HUNT, Margaret H. HUNT, Margaret H. HUNT, Margaret H. BEAUTY CULTURE. Hints and
Treatments on the care of the eyes, hands, complexion,
hair, figure, bust increase & reduction etc. Published by
Hamilton & Co. (Stafford), Ltd. 40, Gaolgate, Stafford. [n.d.,
c. 1940].                                                                   £ £ £ £ 85858585

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 31; save for a few marks, a clean copy
throughout; stapled as issued in the original pictorial wrapers.

Scarce guide to female beauty and hygiene, published ‘to help the
modern girl safeguard her looks under wartime conditions …
because looks depend on health, beauty culture’ and are ‘a vital
part of every woman’s war effort.’

Not in OCLC.

54. [HUTCHESON, Francis]. [HUTCHESON, Francis]. [HUTCHESON, Francis]. [HUTCHESON, Francis]. AN ESSAY ON THE NATURE AND CONDUCT OF THE
PASSIONS AND AFFECTIONS With Illustrations on the Moral Sense. By the Author of the Inquiry
into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue … London: Printed by J.Darby and T. Browne, for
John Smith and William Bruce, Booksellers in Dublin; and sold by J. Osborn and T. Longman … 1728.

£ £ £ £ 750750750750

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xxii, [ii] contents, 333, [1] advertisement, [2] proposals for printing by subscription;
leaf A2 with portion missing to corner with loss of three letters on each page, but with no loss of sentence
gist, otherwise, apart from a few occasional marks, a clean crisp copy; bound in later half calf over marbled
boards, spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt.

‘In the essay on passions, Hutcheson defined sense as every determination of the mind either to receive ideas
independently of the will or to have perceptions of pleasure or pain. This definition led to the introduction of
several new senses into Hutcheson’s system. For instance, there is public sense, which is our determination to
be pleased by the happiness of others and to be uneasy at their misery. There is also the sense of honor,
which makes the approbation or gratitude of others for any actions we have done the necessary occasion of
pleasure’ (Encyclopaedia of Philosophy).

Hutcheson placed most emphasis on the moral sense representing a capacity for moral judgement, which
(supported by the senses of honour or of shame) encourages the individual to virtuous action. ^a Francis
Hutcheson was Adam Smith’s teacher and mentor. The utilitarian nature of his philosophy anticipated
Bentham and Mill, and this work and his Inquiry are the first two works listed by Jevons in his bibliography of
mathematico-economic books to be found in the Appendix to the 1879 edition of the Theory of Political
Economy.

Chuo III 126; ESTC t061154; Jessop p. 144; Jevons, Theory, 1879, p. 301.
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55. [INDIA]. [INDIA]. [INDIA]. [INDIA]. PICTURES OF INDIA. [Edinburgh]. T. Nelson & Sons, [n.d., c. 1840]. £ £ £ £ 750750750750

CCCCONCERTINAONCERTINAONCERTINAONCERTINA----FOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMA.... Oblong 8vo, 210mm high opening out to ,036mm long; panorama of eight
captioned engraved plates by W.H. Prior, all coloured by hand, with text in verse below, enclosed within an
ornate border; in the original printed pictorial boards, some hand-colouring, lightly dust-soiled and backstrip
chipped, but still a very appealing item.

Rare panorama presenting attractive hand-coloured pictures of India, published as part of the ‘Nelson’s
Panorama Books for the Young’ Series.

The eight scenes depict Aden, Bombay, The Car of Juggernaut, Burning of a Hindoo Widow, Benares, Delhi,
Source of the Ganges, and Cabul. The image of the ‘Burning of a Hindoo Widow’ is both evocative and
harrowing in equal measure, the final lines of the accompanying verse thankfully concluding:

‘And she a willing victim must be,
For this is the rule of the Suttee;
But a higher law, under British sway,
Has abolished the cruel rite for aye’.

Extracts  f rom Johnson ,  Sterne and Hume,  wi th  Bewick woodcuts

56. [JOHNSON]. MELMOTH, Sidney. [JOHNSON]. MELMOTH, Sidney. [JOHNSON]. MELMOTH, Sidney. [JOHNSON]. MELMOTH, Sidney. BEAUTIES OF BRITISH PROSE. Selected by Sidney
Melmoth. Huddersfield: Printed by Brook and Lancashire, for B. Crosby and Co., 1805. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [xii], 13-360; with vignette on title and five further head and tail pieces to prelims
by Bewick; apart from some light foxing in places, a clean copy throughout; in contemporary calf, spine tooled
in gilt with green morocco label lettered in gilt, boards ruled in gilt, joints cracked but holding firm, a very
good copy.

Scarce first edition of this delightful book compiled by Sidney Melmoth, with a fine range of extracts from
various authors including Johnson, Franklin, Addison, Goldsmith, de Genlis, Zimmerman and Sterne. Extract’s
are taken from Johnson’s Rambler, including ‘Obidah and the Hermit’, ‘History of Abouzaid’ and ‘a Meditation
on the Spring’, as well as Hume’s ‘Character of Alfred the Great, King of England’, from his great History, still
the standard work at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
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The present work was published as a companion to Melmoth’s Beauties of British Verse, which had been first
published in 1801 with a second edition following in 1803. Evidently this had persuaded Melmoth to compile
the present prose volume, which obviously met with equal success, a second edition appearing in 1811, though
this first edition is quite rare.

OCLC records three copies in the UK, at York, the Bodleian and the BL, and one in North America, at
Indiana.

57. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. FANNY SANDFORD … Tome Premier [-Troisieme]. A Paris, chez
Arthus Bertrand, Libraire, 1819. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Three vols, 12mo, pp. [iv], 244; [iv], 259, [1] blank; [iv], 287, [1] blank; paper flaw to pp. 9-
10 of vol. I, expertly repaired, but with minor loss of 2-3 letters, one gathering in same volume sprung,
otherwise apart from some light foxing in places, a clean copy throughout; in contemporary half calf over
mottled boards, spines with contrasting green and red morocco labels lettered and numbered in gilt, head of
vol. II chipped, some rubbing to extremities, but still a very appealing set.

First edition of this rare novel capitalising on the French thirst for ‘Anglomania’ by the little known novelist,
Charlotte Kaufmann.

A glowing contemporary review in Le Spectateur (Vienne, 1819) notes ‘Le style a toujours de la clarte,
souvent de la finesse et de la gaite. Mercier disait que les romans valaient beaucoup mieux que l’histoire. En
voyant ce qui doit etre de l’histoire un jour, on serait tente de croire qui le bonne homme Mercier n’avait pas
tort; lisons donc les romans: lisons sur-tout celui de Mde. Charlotte Kaufmann’ (Premiere Annee, vol. II, p.
117).

OCLC records three copies worldwide, at the National library of Sweden, the BNF, and one in Munich.
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58. [KILNER, Mary Ann (née Maze)]. [KILNER, Mary Ann (née Maze)]. [KILNER, Mary Ann (née Maze)]. [KILNER, Mary Ann (née Maze)]. RELIGIOUS ADVICE to young Persons; in a Course of
Lectures, for Sunday Evenings. In two Parts Part First [-Part Second]. Huddersfield, Printed and sold
by J. Brook, Bookseller, 1798. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Two parts in one volume, small 8vo, pp. 64; 68; lightly browned; a good copy in the original
plain wrappers; spine a little defective; front cover inscribed in a contemporary hand Dr. Beaufort’s Sunday
evening lectures; title with ownership inscription, dated Lansdown place, Bath, March 13, 1803 by one Mary
Sutton.

Rare Huddersfield printing of this edificatory work by Mary Ann Kilner, first published as A course of lectures
for Sunday evenings. Containing religious advice to young persons, about 1783.

Mary Ann Kilner (née Maze) (1753–1831) was a prolific writer of children’s books during the late eighteenth
century. The most famous was The Adventures of a Pincushion (c. 1783). Together, she and her sister-in-law,
Dorothy Kilner, published over thirty books. Mary Ann published under the name “S.S.”, which stood for her
home in Spital Square, London.

Interestingly the present copy is identified as being penned by Dr. Beaufort, about whom we could find no
further information. Did Dr Beaufort try to pass the work off as his own? and one wonder’s why the title was
changed - clearly some eighteenth century skulduggery was afoot!

ESTC locates only two copies only, at Oxford and in the Royal Irish Academy; the COPAC entry refers us
back to ESTC.

Set  in  an  imag inary pre-Columbian Mexico

59. [LAMBERT, Claude François]. [LAMBERT, Claude François]. [LAMBERT, Claude François]. [LAMBERT, Claude François]. HISTOIRE DE LA PRINCESSE JAIVEN, REINE DE MEXIQUE,
Traduite de l’Espagnol. A La Haye, [H. Scheurleer] aux dépens de la Société, 1751. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

Two volumes in one, 12mo, pp. [ii], 104; [ii], 104; title prined in red and black; occasionally a little spotted;
later half-calf over marbled boards with manuscript lettering piece on spine with raised bands, a little rubbed.
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Second edition, the year after the first, of this fantastical novel by the prolific littérateur Claude-François
Lambert (1705-1765).

Set in an imaginary pre-Columbian Mexico, a world ruled by princes “who knew no happiness other than that
of working to ensure the happiness of their subjects”, the novel draws on Lambert’s historical interest in
central America, which was demonstrated earlier in his Recueil d’observations curieuses sur les mœurs, les
coutumes, les arts et les sciences des différents peuples de l’Asie, de l’Afrique et de l’Amérique, which was
published the previous year. In common with many of Lambert’s works, Jaiven was translated into German
(1752) and Russian (1765, 1788).

OCLC does not locate a first edition in America and only four of this, at Toronto, New Mexico, Carter
Brown, and the University of Texas in Austin.

60. [LANDSCAPE GAME]. [LANDSCAPE GAME]. [LANDSCAPE GAME]. [LANDSCAPE GAME]. MYRIORAMA, A Collection of Many Hundred Landscapes, Designed
by Mr. Clark, London: Published by Samuel Leigh, 1824. £ £ £ £ 2,0002,0002,0002,000

16 hand-coloured aquatint cards with grey wash borders top and bottom, (numbered 1-16 at the bottom,
each measuring 69×200mm.), forming an interchangeable panoramic landscape view; contained within original
pink box, original pictorial hand-coloured engraved label on upper cover, (box lightly rubbed, light spotting to
most cards); preserved in modern glass topped cloth box, possibly Percy H. Muir’s copy from the Bussell
collection.

First Series of this infinitely versatile game designed by Mr. Clark. “The Myriorama is a moveable Picture,
capable of forming an almost endless variety of Picturesque Scenery” boasts the publisher’s leaflet to the
Second Series. In fact, this series of 16 interchangeable views of ruins, vales, rustics, sea views and homely
cottages may be arranged in any order to create an almost infinite variety of panoramic picturesque
landscapes. Whilst the Second Series concentrates on a Classical Italian landscape this first series is stolidly
English, dwelling on the resolute charms of sheep filled vales, thatched cottages, weeping willows, ruined
castles and the distant sight of His Majesty’s Navy.

A scarce item, originally quite highly priced at 15 shillings when published, and now rare, especially in such
original condition.

With two large panoramic v iews o f  Panama

61. LIOT, Captain W.B. LIOT, Captain W.B. LIOT, Captain W.B. LIOT, Captain W.B. PANAMA, NICARAGUA, AND TEHUANTEPEC; or considerations upon
the question of communication between the atlantic and pacific oceans … London: Simpkin and
Marshall, Stationers’ Court. 1849. £ £ £ £ 850850850850
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(Part plate)

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. iv, 63, with two panoramic folding views; slight chipping
to edge of title and some minor foxing and dust-soiling in places throughout; in the original blindstamped
green publisher’s cloth, upper board lettered in gilt, spine sunned with head and tail chipped, joints cracked
but holding, but still a good copy, inscribed from the author on the front free endpaper.

Liot was a captain in the Royal Navy, whose many visits to Panama influenced his view that a railroad, or
modern carriage road, would be a more pragmatic method of transportation than a canal. In this pithy work,
he argues against the building of a canal across “The Great Isthmus of America” reasoning the tremendous
expense involved, the conflict between private investment and public use, and endemic problems with the land
in question. The two panoramic views, an eleven- panel view of the “Bay and Islands of Panama” and a seven-
panel view of the “Harbour of Portobelo,” are quite detailed and of significant interest.

Sabin 41389.

London Improvements

62. [LONG, Charles, Baron Farnborough]. [LONG, Charles, Baron Farnborough]. [LONG, Charles, Baron Farnborough]. [LONG, Charles, Baron Farnborough]. SHORT REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS, upon
improvements now carrying on or under consideration. London: J. Hatchard and Son, 187, Piccadilly.
1826. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 48; with ‘not published’ written in ink on half title in a contemporary hand;
apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; in later wraps.
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Scarce first edition of this pamphlet dealing with suggestions for new streets and buildings in London, together
with a plan for the renovation of Windsor Castle and the National Gallery.

‘Various plans of improvement, it is said, are under contemplation in the city; I do not know precisely what
they are; but to convert Fleet Market into a broad street, to make another street from the Thames to St.
Paul’s Church Yard, and to do tardy justice to Sir C. Wren, and form an area round his magnificent church, by
means of which its beautiful proportions may well be seen, are measures which cannot fail to be universally
approved’ (p. 15).

Charles Long, 1st Baron Farnborough (1760-1838), politician and connoisseur of the arts, was considered by
his contemporaries as an authority on artistic and architectural matters.

OCLC records two copies in North America, at McGill and Dartmouth College.

With 38 Sonnets  by Faust ina  Marat t i

63. MARATTI, Faustina & Giambattista Felice ZAPPI. MARATTI, Faustina & Giambattista Felice ZAPPI. MARATTI, Faustina & Giambattista Felice ZAPPI. MARATTI, Faustina & Giambattista Felice ZAPPI. RIME dell’avvocato Gio. Batista Felice Zappi,
e di Austina Maratti, sua consorte. Coll ‘aggiunta delle più scelte di alcuni rimatori del presente
secolo. Venezia, Appresso G.G. Hertz, 1723. £ £ £ £ 1,5001,5001,5001,500

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 287, [1] errata; apart from a few minor marks in places, a clean copy throughout;
bound in contemporary vellum, spine with label lettered in gilt, light dust-soiling, but still a handsome copy,
with large contemporary armorial bookplate on front pastedown.

Rare first edition of Giambattista Felice Zappi’s Rime, containing 38 sonnets by his wife, Faustina Maratti,
constituting over half the work.

‘Her works include 38 sonnets published in her husband’s Rime collection in 1723. They are in Petrarchesque
style, according to the rules established by the poetry theorist Crescimbeni. Some of them are inspired by her
father’s works, while others pivot around female figures of the Roman Republic’ (Wikipedia).
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Faustina Maratti (c. 1679–1745) was an Italian Baroque poet and painter, born in Rome, the natural daughter
of the painter Carlo Maratta (or Maratti). From an early age, she received a good education, which included
music, fine arts and, above all, poetry. Her beauty attracted the attention of Giangiorgio Sforza Cesarini, a
cadet son of the Duke of Genzano, near Rome, where Maratta had retired. After her refusal, Sforza Cesarini
tried to kidnap her. He failed, and was forced to leave to Naples and then to Spain.

In 1704, her heroic resistance gained her a place in the Arcadia Literary Academy, under the name of Aglauro
Cidonia. Here she met the poet Giambattista Felice Zappi, a lawyer from Imola whom she married in 1705.
Their house became a renowned literary circle: people attending included, among the others, Georg Friedrich
Händel, Domenico Scarlatti, Giovanni Vincenzo Gravina and Giovanni Mario Crescimbeni.

OCLC records three copies worldwide, at Cambridge University, the Newberry library and the
Wurttembergische landesbibliothek.

64. [MARMONT DE HAUTCHAMP, Barthélemy]. [MARMONT DE HAUTCHAMP, Barthélemy]. [MARMONT DE HAUTCHAMP, Barthélemy]. [MARMONT DE HAUTCHAMP, Barthélemy]. HISTOIRE DE RUSPIA, ou la belle
Circassienne. Amsterdam, Pierre Marteau, 1754. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo, pp. [iv], 283; title with woodcut ornament; lower outer corner of title with old
repair; clean and fresh in contemporary calf-backed speckled boards, spine ornamented in gilt and with gilt-
stamped lettering-piece, corners worn, but still a very appealing copy.

Only edition of what Formey dismissed as “un roman médiocre”, by this writer better known for his
economic writings and activities than his fiction.

Marmont du Hautchamp (c.1682-c.1760) was the author of several novels, all of which are today rare. He was
a native of Orleans, but became a professional speculator in John Law’s Mississippi System, documenting both
the system and details of Law’s life in his (Histoire Du Systeme Des Finances, Sous La Minorité De Louis XV.,
1739) The present work draws on many of the themes and qualities of its predecessor, Rethima ou la belle
Géorgienne, which appeared in 1735, and seems, at least from the author’s own preface, to have been
especially admired by the more worldly merchants of the European and American coasts.

OCLC locates one copy in America, at UCLA.

65. [MAW & Co.] [MAW & Co.] [MAW & Co.] [MAW & Co.] PATTERNS. GEOMETRICAL
AND ROMAN MOSAICS ENCAUSTIC TILE
PAVEMENTS AND ENAMELLED WALL
DECORATIONS. Designed and arranged by M.
Digby Wyatt F.RIBA., G. Edmund Street F. RIBA.,
George Goldie A.RIBA., H.B. Garling F. RIBA., J.P.
Seddon F. RIBA. & others. Manufactured by Maw &
Co. Benthal Works, Broseley, Salop. [London]:
Leighton Bros. [1866 but this copy c. 1880?].£ £ £ £ 2,2502,2502,2502,250

Folio, 370 × 270 mm, pp. 6; 33 chromolithograph plates
numbered 15 to 56; original brown cloth, upper cover
overlaid with an elaborately decorated chromolithograph
sheet by Owen Jones; inscribed ‘A & W Reid, Elgin.’ on
front free endpaper.

We have been unable to find another copy with the
same title although several of Maw’s catalogues would
have evolved over time and may indeed closely follow
each other.

The work appears to be a continuation of Maw & Co’s
Specimens of Geometrical Mosaic and Encaustic Tile
Pavements 4to., which contain 14 coloured plates and
would neatly dovetail onto our copy starting from plate
15.
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The company was formed in 1850 by the brothers George and Arthur who concentrated on the manufacture
of floor tiles, quickly gaining a high reputation for their encaustic ‘Mock-Mediaeval’ tiles. By the 1880s they had
become one of the most influential and important tile manufacturers, producing annually over 20 million tiles a
year by the end of the nineteenth century. As the title suggests they commissioned designs from the most
important designers for their wares, a number of the plates identifying tiles with names.

The ownership by the architects A. & W. Reid, Elgin, would seem to place the date sometime between the
late 1870s and 1885. They were certainly at this time involved in the renovation and building of a number of
churches for which Maw & Co.’s tiles where almost a necessity.

A Grand Motor tour o f  Europe ,  North Afr ica  and the Midd le  East

66. [MOTOR TOUR]. [MOTOR TOUR]. [MOTOR TOUR]. [MOTOR TOUR]. LARGE ALBUM OF PHOTOGRAPHS detailing a grand tour of Europe,
North Africa and the Middle East. [Various places] [n.d., c. 1920s]. £ £ £ £ 475475475475

PPPPHOTOGRAPH HOTOGRAPH HOTOGRAPH HOTOGRAPH AAAALBUMLBUMLBUMLBUM.... Oblong 4to, with approximately 425 photographs tipped in on 30 leaves, some abit
faded, but most clean and clear; in the original green cloth backed boards, upper board lettered ‘Photographs’
in gilt, joints rubbing and worn, and scuffing to extremities, but still an appealing item.

Original photo album documenting a motor tour with a significant and long itinerary, including visits to Marseilles,
Nazareth, Jerusalem, Algiers, Samaria, Cairo, Bougie, Bou Saada, Pompeii, Capri, Tivoli, Versuvis, and Rome.

Outward passage was on SS Andes, with further photo’s included on SS Adriatic, SS Timgad and many on SS
Gloucestershire as the party travelled over land and sea with images of the car’s and their occupants along the
way. Many of the photo’s depict the obvious sites, such as the Colosseum in Rome, the Pyramids, the Amalfi
coast, Capri, Vesuvius and Pompeii. Of the latter there are many detailed pictures presenting interesting views
of the site prior to the major archaelogical works made throughout the latter twentieth century, and showing
a time when the visiting tourist could still wander the site, uninhibited. It is also interesting to note that the
North Africa section was taken on an early outing of the Cie Gle Transatlantique Motor Tour. The tour
concludes with the return leg on SS Ormuz, eventually landing in Plymouth.
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Although we have been unable to trace any of those on the tour (as only christian names are given) we have
been informed that the album was originally sold in an estate sale auction in the late 1970’s and that the house
in question was a very grand affair on Chorley New Road, Bolton. This was demolished to build a luxury
estate on the grounds - possibly ‘The Glen’ or ‘Hillside’, but we cannot be sure. Nevertheless, still a wonderful
and evocative record in the still early years of motor travel.

Be care fu l  what  you wear!

67. MUZZARELLI, Alfonso. MUZZARELLI, Alfonso. MUZZARELLI, Alfonso. MUZZARELLI, Alfonso. DELLA VANITÀ E DEL LUSSO DEL VESTIRE MODERNO. Lettera al
Signor N. N. Foligno, Giovanni Tomassini, 1794. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 155; occasionally very light spotting;
clean and fresh in contemporary Italian patterned boards with
brick-red spine and corners, spine lettered in gilt; extremities a
little worn; contemporary ownership inscription of Giovanni
Banchieri, member of a Lucca landowning family, in ink inside
front cover.

First edition of this rare work by the Italian Jesuit Alfonso
Muzzarelli (1749-1813).

Muzzarelli’s aim, as can be gleaned from the title, is to warn of
the moral (and practical) dangers to be found in treating
clothing as adornment, rather than simply as covering.
Decorative modern fashions lead almost inevitably to
fornication (plus ca change?), but that is not their only danger:
vanity can lead to thoughtlessness, as young people forget their
duties to study, women their duties to their families, and
everyone from their duties to God and to their own souls.

Muzzarelli (1749-1813) was a Jesuit teacher at various
ecclesiastical schools and published a few edificatory works, the
present book and also two books (in six volumes) against
Rousseau. He worked for Pope Pius VII when he was abducted
to France and followed him into exile in 1809. One year later
appeared his collected works in Rome in ten volumes.

Sommervogel V, col. 1499, 19; OCLC records two copies
outside Continental Europe, at the British Library and the V&A.

Drawing on Rousseau

68. [NAPOLEON]. [NAPOLEON]. [NAPOLEON]. [NAPOLEON]. SENTIMENTO DI UN TEOLOGO SOPRA IL GIURAMENTO comandato dalla
costituzione della Repubblica romana che è il seguente: Giuro odio alla monarchia ed all’anarchia e
fedeltà ed attaccamento alla Rep. ed alla costituzione …In Cesena, per gli Eredi Biasini all’ insegna di
Pallade, 1799.

[bound with]: INDIRIZZO ALLI FRANCESI ovvero Protesta del Pievano di S. Niccolo di Venezia. In
Cesena, MDCCXCIX [1799].

[bound with]: [GAZZOLA, Bonaventura].[GAZZOLA, Bonaventura].[GAZZOLA, Bonaventura].[GAZZOLA, Bonaventura]. RISPOSTA DEL VESCOVO DI CERVIA alla lettera della
Cesarea Regia Reggenza di Ravenna. [Cesena, 1799]. £ £ £ £ 550550550550

FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS. Three works in one volume, 8vo, pp. 56; 16; 72; some occasional light foxing, but
otherwise clean and crisp throughout; in contemporary half vellum over patterned boards; paper label at foot
of spine, and slight damage to lower cover, but still a good copy.
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Good copies of three rare anti-Napoleonic pamphlets, in which the author likens the invading French to the
protestant reformers (or heretics) Luther and Wycliffe, denouncing the suppression of the monasteries, the
exile of the Pope, the immorality of the Napoleonic Code and its licensing of divorce, as well as the insistence
on “unintelligible, contradictory and insane liberty and equality”. The principal concern of the author,
however, is the confiscation of Church property; the work draws on the laws governing conquest, as well as
Rousseau (surprisingly) and Aquinas (unsurprisingly).

The third pamphlet is by the bishop of Cervia, Bonaventura Gazzola (1744-1832).

I. OCLC records one copy, at Arco; II. OCLC records copies at Illinois, Connecticut, and the Biblioteca
Rosminiana; III. OCLC has two copies, at Arco and Connecticut.

69. [NOVEL]. [NOVEL]. [NOVEL]. [NOVEL]. HISTOIRE DE MLLE LAURE, ou la Fille devenue Raisonnable. Tome Premier [-
Second]. A Amsterdam, chez Pierre Mortier. 1764. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Two volumes bound in one, 12mo, pp. [iv], 154; [ii], 180, [1] errata, [1] blank; title lightly
dust-soiled with early repair on verso, minor foxing in places, but generally clean; in nineteenth century calf
backed mottled boards, spine ruled in gilt with contrasting red and green morocco labels lettered and
numbered in gilt.

Scarce first edition of this little known French novel, the ‘History of Miss Laura’, of which the anonymous
author notes was written for their own amusement, and tells the story of ‘d’une fille que presque tout Paris a
connue. Vers la fin de la sa vie, & dans un tems ou mon gout pour elle ne pouvoit etre suspect, j’ai joui du
plaisir de partager son esprit avec la societe dont elle faisoit les delices. Elle me conta sa vie avec une sincerite
dont on va juger’ and concluding that ‘Comme je ne me donne pas pour Auteur, je livre cette Histoire au
Public, pour voir simplement le judgement qu’il en portera. Mon premier objet est rempli, puisqu’elle m’a
amuse a mettre par ecrit. J’ai change les noms, parce que je n’aime point a ecrire la chronique scandaleuse’
(Preface).

OCLC records three copies worldwide, at Gotha, BNF and Princeton.
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70. O’CONNOR, Arthur. O’CONNOR, Arthur. O’CONNOR, Arthur. O’CONNOR, Arthur. THE PRESENT STATE OF GREAT BRITAIN. Paris, Sold by all the
booksellers, Year XII - 1804. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION, INSCRIBED BY THE AUTHOR.FIRST EDITION, INSCRIBED BY THE AUTHOR.FIRST EDITION, INSCRIBED BY THE AUTHOR.FIRST EDITION, INSCRIBED BY THE AUTHOR. 8vo, pp. [iv], 143, [1], woodcut vignette on title; stab hole
to lower outer margins from page 107 onwards, two leaves with short marginal tears; otherwise a clean copy
in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spine lettered and tooled in gilt, upper joint cracked (but
holding firm); a very good copy, inscribed by the author on half-title, and with the armorial bookplate of
Ferguson of Raith on front pastedown.

A fervent criticism of Great Britain’s mercantile policy towards the
world, but more especially Europe.

‘[T]he entire structure depends, not only upon making the interests
of every other nation subservient to her own aggrandisement, but
that the precarious existence of her bloated power and wealth
depends upon her being able to impede or to crush the
manufactures and commerce of the other nations of Europe.’ (p. 3)
‘By this extension of conquest she has laid the nation of Europe
under great and degrading contributions in more ways than one.’ (p.
6).

O’Connor was dismissed by the British press as yet another fervent
Irishman banging on about the rights of his beloved Irish nation, his
adopted country France and by connection also the rights of Europe
and the World against the selfish policy of Great Britain. Nothing
new there then!

‘Arthur O’Connor, or more correctly Conner,’ is now little
remembered, but from 1795 to 1798 no leader of the United
Irishmen had more prestige and influence than he. In England he was
the darling of the Foxite whigs. In France he played a part in
procuring the expedition to Bantry Bay. In Ireland he inspired and
organised rebellion. He suffered nearly five years imprisonment,
narrowly escaped the gallows and spent the last fifty years of his life
in exile. There he was made a général de division by Napoleon, was
intimate with Lafayette, Volney, and the idéologues, and married the daughter of Condorcet and niece of
Grouchy. He lived through the last days of the consulate, and all of the first empire, the restoration, the
hundred days, the second restoration, the July monarchy and the second republic to die tranquilly at the dawn
of the second empire.’ (MacDermot).

Also bound with this work is a copy of the fourth edition of Philidor’s Chess Analysed (1787). Both works are
bound together as ‘Pamphlets’ volume 49 from the Ferguson of Raith library.

OCLC locates only four copies in America, at Wesleyan University, Florida State, University of Illinois and
Depauw University; see Frank MacDermot Irish Historical Studies, Vol. 15, No. 57, March, 1966.

71. [PANORAMA]. [PANORAMA]. [PANORAMA]. [PANORAMA]. SYLLABAIRE UNIVERSEL EN ACTION Par Duru. [cover title]. [Paris] [n.d., c.
1830]. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

CCCCONCERTINAONCERTINAONCERTINAONCERTINA----FOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMAFOLDED PANORAMA.... 12mo, 130mm high opening out to 1470mmm long; lithographic panorama,
with alphabet and then showing approx 150 illustrations of familiar objects, captioned beneath in French and
English; the panorama folds into the original green publisher’s boards, with engraved printed label on upper
cover, reback and covers rather worn and dust-soiled, but still a very appealing item.
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A rare and quite delightful panorama obviously intended to be used as an English primer for young French
children and vice versa. Amongst the rather eclectic collection of objects illustrated are toys, kitchen utensils,
musical instruments, furniture, tools, animals, birds and fish.

Not in OCLC.

72. [PARSONS, [PARSONS, [PARSONS, [PARSONS, ReverendReverendReverendReverend Benjamin].  Benjamin].  Benjamin].  Benjamin]. TRACTS FOR FUSTIAN JACKETS AND SMOCK FROCKS
[drop-head title]. [Ipswich, printed and stereotyped by J. M. Burton, some issues Stroud, Bucknall for
Arthur Hall in London, some issues Sold by Bucknall, Harmer and Baylis, Stroud and Snow in London,
1848-1849]. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

8vo, pp. [200] each issue separately numbers usually with 12 pp. contemporary green half-calf over marbled
boards, spine ornamented and lettered in gilt, joints expertly repaired, boards lightly dust-soiled.

Rare complete set of this short-lived periodical by Benjamin Parsons
discussing such rousing topics as ‘The Working Classes the Best
Reformers. A few words for the chartists’, ‘Rebel Rulers, the Grand
Originators of Revolutions; a few words for the French’, ‘The Potato
Blight, and how to prevent it’, ‘“Goody Goody!” or State Education. A
National Insult’, ‘“The Chief of the Slaughter-men” and our National
Defences’ and ‘The Shaking of the Nations and Downfall of Tyranny’.

Benjamin Parsons (1797–1855) joined the church in the Countess of
Huntingdon’s Connexion at Rodborough Tabernacle in 1821. After
preaching in Swansea for nine months in 1825, and a short stay at
Rochdale, in 1826 Parsons was ordained to the Congregational church
at Ebley, near Stroud in Gloucestershire, and remained there for the
rest of his life. Although there had been a chapel in Ebley since 1797,
there was no school, and Parsons devoted himself to the education of
the inhabitants. He lectured to the men in the evening, established a
night school in a little chapel at Paken Hill, and started a provident
fund in 1832. A day school was opened in 1840. To support himself
and his family he also ran a fee-paying school.

A militant teetotaller and sabbatarian, Parsons also supported the
abolition of slavery and the repeal of the corn laws, and was drawn
towards Chartism, strong in nearby Monmouthshire. He was a keen
advocate of voluntarism in education.

Not in Bucop. The only complete sets of all 18 tracts we are able to
locate are in the British Library and at University of Iowa.
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F i l ter ing  the water o f  the Thames

73. PERRETT, Edward. PERRETT, Edward. PERRETT, Edward. PERRETT, Edward. ON THE FLOATING SWIMMING BATH AT CHARING CROSS, with the
means adopted for the filtration of the water. Inst. M. E., 81 Newhall Street, Birmingham. [1875].£ £ £ £ 285285285285

ORIGINAL OFFPRINT.ORIGINAL OFFPRINT.ORIGINAL OFFPRINT.ORIGINAL OFFPRINT. 8vo, pp. 133-161, [1] blank; with three plates; stitched as issued in the original printed
wrapper, some marking, but generally a very good copy.

In 1873 C W Whitaker and Edward Perrett were appointed engineers to the Floating Swimming Baths
Company, established for the purpose of providing floating baths in any locality, but especially on the River
Thames. The present paper describes experiments to determine the best system of filtering Thames water for
use in baths and a design of bag filter for the purpose.

The site of the floating bath was in a recess in Victoria Embankment to the west of Charing Cross railway
bridge. The design of the bath is described, including the method of mooring, supply of water and associated
pumping and warming machinery, the superstructure and filtration system.

The work is offprinted from Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers Proceedings, vol. 26, 1875.

COPAC records one copy only, at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers; not in OCLC.

74. [PHILANTHROPY]. [PHILANTHROPY]. [PHILANTHROPY]. [PHILANTHROPY]. THE PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETY, ST GEORGE’S FIELDS. Printed by the
Philanthropic Society, St George’s-Field. 1804. £ £ £ £ 225225225225

Broadside [38 x 24mm.] engraved vignette of the ‘Elevation of the intended Chapel’ ‘I. Peacock Archt. Norris
Scupt.’ verso with names of subscribers; minor tears on fold and creases.

A unusual broadside, probably printed by the boys at the Philanthropic Society.

By 1804 the ‘shell or carcass of the chapel is covered in’ and the main aim of the broadside was to give details
of the progress achieved to date and to generate further funds to complete ‘fitting up, Furniture, Organ &c.’

Part of the rehabilitation that the Philanthropic Society provided included the apprenticeship of boys to
several master workmen, including the trades of printer, copper-plate printer, book-binder, etc. and it seems
probable that the broadside was printed either in-house or at least under the direction of one of the master
printers and their apprentices.

‘In the 18th century responsibility for the care of deserted and vagrant children lay legally with the parish
where they were found wandering, provided no other place of settlement could be discovered, but the
obligation appears to have been generally ignored, and these children were among the most miserable and
neglected elements in the population.
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‘The Philanthropic Society was founded in 1788 to protect and reform one section of these children, those
who were “the offspring of convicted felons” or who had “themselves been engaged in criminal practices.”
The charity started in a small house in Cambridge Heath, but in 1793 it acquired a lease from the City
Corporation of a piece of ground near the London Road in St. George’s Fields and built workshops and
houses there. Further leases were obtained in 1805 and 1811 and the land was subsequently purchased. The
society was incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1806. Its income was derived partly from collections at
services held in the large chapel in St. George’s Road, opened in November, 1806, which was built with a view
to making a profit for the institution, and partly from the sale of work done by the children. The boys were
taught printing, book-binding, shoe making, tailoring, rope making and twine spinning. The girls were trained to
be “menial servants”; they made their own clothing and shirts for the boys, and washed and mended for the
manufactory.

‘By the 1840’s the income of the society had declined and it was compelled to limit its exertions “to the
Reformation of criminal Boys.” In 1848 it procured parliamentary permission to sell or lease the St. George’s
Fields site and to move further out, where running expenses would be lower and the boys could be employed
in agriculture. The Royal Philanthropic Society’s School at Redhill is now an Approved School under the
Children and Young Persons Act of 1933’ (Survey of London, p. 68).

The chapel was replaced by the parish church of St. Jud in 1899.

See Survey of London: volume XXV: St George’s Fields (The parishes of St. George the Martyr Southwark and
St. Mary Newington) p. 88.

Trans lat ion o f  a  pr imary in f luence on the American const i tut ion

75. RAMSAY, Andrew. RAMSAY, Andrew. RAMSAY, Andrew. RAMSAY, Andrew. THE TRAVELS OF CYRUS. Translated by Alicia C. Callander, and James H.
Callander. Craigforth 1816. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINKNKNKNK.... Folio, 235 pages (approx. 65,000 words) written throughout in copperplate style in more
than one hand; bound in nineteenth century black half roan morocco, spine rather worn and chipped, with
significant loss at head and tail, corners and extremities rubbed.

Unpublished translation into English by Alicia and James H. Callander of Andrew Ramsay’s Les Voyages de
Cyrus (Paris, 1727).

Craigforth in Stirling was the family home of Colonel George Callander (1770-1824), his wife the Honourable
Elizabeth Erskine (1775-1855) and their nine children, two of which worked together to complete the present
translation of Cyrus. James Henry Callander (1803-1851), who was just 13 when his involvement in this
project was completed, went on to become a noted Scottish politician. Sadly, of his sister, Alicia Christian
Callander, with whom he worked on the manuscript, we can only find that she died on the 24th March 1824,
just a few weeks after her father on the 18th February.
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It is worth noting that Xenophon’s original Cycopaedia was held up at this time as an exemplar of good and
just government, and that Thomas Jefferson owned multiple copies of Ramsay’s edition. In recent years the
example of Cyrus has been cited as a primary influence on the U.S. Constitution and as one of the earliest
upholders of values equitable with what we understand today as human rights.

Deathbed scenes

76. [RAWES, William, Junr., of Marnhull [RAWES, William, Junr., of Marnhull [RAWES, William, Junr., of Marnhull [RAWES, William, Junr., of Marnhull editoreditoreditoreditor]. ]. ]. ]. EXAMPLES OF YOUTH IN REMARKABLE
INSTANCES OF EARLY PIETY in Children and Young Persons. Members of the Society of Friends.
London; William Darton, 58 Holborn Hill. 1822. £ £ £ £ 185185185185

12mo, pp. iv, [5]-142; three engraved plates including a frontispiece; original red calf backed marbled boards,
worn at extremities; printed oval book label ‘I. & S. Bass, Brighton.’

In total 64 deathbed scenes are given for impressionable youth to dwell on, together with three engravings
showing the last moments of Elizabeth Braithwait, Joseph Whally and Blessing Penn.

‘This is a reprint …of the work published by James Phillips & Son in 1797 which records the last days and
dying sayings of children and young people. All accounts in that are taken from John Kendall’s 1789 revision of
Piety promoted a work begun in 1701 and from a subsequent volume by Thomas Wagstaffe, though very
much the same tradition as James Janeway (A token for children, 1671), these all concern young Quakers,
including four in America and one in Holland.’ [L. Darton, The Dartons].

This copy clearly belonged to the Quakers Isaac & Sarah Bass. Isaac was a wealthy grocer in Brighton and lived
at 15 Prince Albert Street, adjoining the Friends meeting house there. This was built in 1806 and appears to
have been sited on land gifted by Sarah father, John Glayzier.

Darton H1289 (1).
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Insp ired by the Cast le  o f  Otranto

77. [REEVE, Clara]. [REEVE, Clara]. [REEVE, Clara]. [REEVE, Clara]. THE OLD ENGLISH BARON: a gothic story. London: printed by T. Gillet …
for Charles Dilly. 1794. £ £ £ £ 225225225225

FFFFIFTH IFTH IFTH IFTH EEEEDITIONDITIONDITIONDITION.... 12mo, pp. xi, [i] blank, 263, [1] blank; with engraved frontispiece; title with some off-setting,
otherwise apart from a few minor marks in places, a clean copy throughout; in recent calf backed marbled
boards, spine with label lettered in gilt.

One of the most famous of all Gothic novels, inspired by Walpole’s Castle of Otranto but intended to be less
violent in its effects (Walpole thought it ‘insipid’). The book was first published under the title The Champion
of Virtue but when altered to the present title it was immensely successful.

Garside, Raven and Schowerling 1777: 16.

Rare complete  prov inc ia l  per iod ica l ,  wi th  p lenty  o f  Byron

78. [REGENCY PERIODICAL]. [REGENCY PERIODICAL]. [REGENCY PERIODICAL]. [REGENCY PERIODICAL]. THE GLEANER, or Cirencester Weekly Magazine, for the year
1816, containing original Communications, on Various subjects, and Selections from some of the
most approved Authors, Births, Marriages, Deaths, &c. Cirencester: Printed and Published by T.S.
Porter, opposite the Swan Inn. [1816]. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

8vo, pp. [2], 624; some minor soiling and two leaves slightly close cut due to irregular folding; contemporary
half roan, spine lettered in gilt.

A complete run of this rare Gloucestershire periodical of the Regency.

Published weekly from Monday, January 1st to Monday, December 23rd, 1815, the preface declares it ‘will
admit no Article that have the least tendency to indecency, immorality, or sedition; but it will be proud to give
encouragement to the efforts of genius and learning… .’

Alas commercial considerations induced the editor to start wavering from his initial dictum for soon enough is
a serialised account of ‘General Blakeney and the Three Nuns of St Clare,’ theatrical notices and other such
variable content. The editor had been ‘promised assistance from the pens of several Gentlemen of high
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literary ability…’ and such general encouragement he hoped would reverse ‘a reproach to so considerable a
Town as Cirencester, the Independence, that hitherto it has never given Birth to any Periodical Work, while is
so amply supports those produced in other places.’

Opening the work is a vivid serialised account of the Battle of
Waterloo that was to run through the first eight numbers. We
have been unable to find this account reprinted, however the
author was certainly close to the action as he describes the
general panic in Brussels, his own flight to Antwerp and his
return to explore the battlefield just a day or so after the
fighting. He includes some harrowing accounts of dying French
soldiers, Prussian soldiers on the rampage stealing and killing
and the general mayhem following the battle; all somewhat
redolent of Thackeray’s fictional account in Vanity Fair.

The Gleaner reprinted poems and other topical morsels and
bon mots for their Cirencester readership but also included
much original poetry, letters local history, astronomical
observations and current happenings. Cirencester seems to
have had a fixation on Byron with several of his poems here
reprinted, with Scott, Johnson, Moore and other contemporary
favourites used as good copy. The most consistent contributor
of original works, who signs themselves, ‘Z.’ gave such poetic
outpourings as ‘Elegiac Lines On the death, at this place of a
lady.’ followed by a fairly healthy correspondence in reaction to
printed pieces of poetry and prose from Cirencester readers.

This was not enough to ensure the survival of The Gleaner past
the first year. The last page notes ‘that the sale has not been
such as to prove a sufficient remuneration for the expense and
time requires.’ Apparently the journal was sold on a
subscription basis and new subscription for 1817 were not
forthcoming. The publisher offered to have copies of the first volume bound up and furnished with a title page,
our copy appears to have been so bound. Porter also offered that he could ‘to a certain extent, supply any
numbers that may be wanting…and if Subscribers at large should wish it, he will prepare an Index.’ This latter
hope was alas not forthcoming.

Porter, who appears to have been also the local statione produced only one other substantial work, a
miscellaneous collection of reprinted pieces under the title The Gloucestershire Garland in 1815. Probably he
continued to produce local printed flyers and bills but nothing as far as we can tell as substantial as The
Gleaner.

OCLC records only the copy at the British library.

Sub l imina l  Advert i s ing

79. RENWAR. RENWAR. RENWAR. RENWAR. ILLUSTRATED GUIDE FOR TOURISTS in search of recreation, health and
information, to the various watering places and manufacturing towns in England and the Continent.
For 1876-7. London: Hackett and Rawlinson, 5a Silver Street, Golden Square. [1877]. £ £ £ £ 225225225225

8vo, pp. viii, 246, 72; 4 woodburytypes mounted with printed borders and titles and 5 folding railway maps,
two with old tape repairs without loss, but one has left a mark along the inner margin; original decorative blue
cloth lettered in black and gilt.

A mysterious book, evidently written for American tourist’s visiting the British Isles.

The publisher apparently produced only one other work, a guide to the Dore Gallery and soon afterwards the
business was in liquidation. The author ‘Renwar’ is unknown although the title claims that they are the ‘Author
of “Silk Culture in America,” “Wine and Wool Raising,” “Sheep and Sheep Farming,” Etc, Etc.’ but we have
been unable to establish if any of these works were ever published! The preface states that this is a ‘Third
Edition’ but this again is another mystery as no other editions are extant.
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From the format of the work it is clear that this is a speculative venture in which advertisers expected their
products to be overtly woven throughout the text. A notice on p. 40 explains that ‘Arraignments are made to
have the work placed on the principal Ocean steamers, also sent to the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition.’
The hope appears to have been that visitors to our shores, having read the captivating promotion of French
soup, sewing machines and effervescent fruit lozenges would through less than subliminal advertising become
generally disposed to purchase such things once they set foot on British shores.

On the whole it is a parody of a guide, it may well have captivated Mark Twain but anyone else would have
quickly disposed of it as soon as a proper guidebook came to hand. Those copies that did not get tossed
overboard on the Atlantic run would have ended up as pulp.

OCLC records one copy only, at George Eastman House in New York.

80. ROUSSEAU, Jean Jacques. ROUSSEAU, Jean Jacques. ROUSSEAU, Jean Jacques. ROUSSEAU, Jean Jacques. ENGRAVED PORTRAIT after Vecharigi, engraved by Charles-
Etienne Gaucher. Paris; chez Jaulain Quay de la Mégisserie 1763. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

Engraved portrait [185 x 135mm.] of Rousseau in profile wearing a wig set within as medallion on a
rectangular frame; a panel below lettered ‘Jean Jac. Rousseau, / né à Genève en 1708’ but here corrected in
ink to 1712 together with the addition ‘Mort dans les Environs de Paris le 12 juillet, 1776.’ Verses in ink by the
same hand on the verso. double glazed nineteenth century frame.

The print was once owned by a contemporary devotee of Rousseau who felt called upon to pen a ten line
paean on the verso of the print. The poem reflects on the philosopher having taken, as ever, nature as his
guide, was of humanity both the apostle and the martyr.

The poem appears to be unpublished.

Fernand de Girardin, Iconographie de Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 149.

Popular  Rousseau Imitat ion ,  insp ir ing  a  poem by Byron

81. [ROUSSEAU]. [COMBE, William]. [ROUSSEAU]. [COMBE, William]. [ROUSSEAU]. [COMBE, William]. [ROUSSEAU]. [COMBE, William]. LETTERS OF AN ITALIAN NUN AND AN ENGLISH
GENTLEMAN. Translated from the French of J. J. Rousseau. London: Printed for J. Bew, Pater-
noster-Row. 1781. £ £ £ £ 850850850850
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FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xiv, 176; a clean crisp copy throughout; in later half calf over marbled boards, spine
tooled in gilt with paste paper label lettered in gilt, some surface wear and rubbing to extremities, otherwise a
very good copy.

Uncommon first edition of this popular Rousseau imitation,
presenting over the course of thirty-one letters, the fateful tale
of Mr. Croli’s (the English gentleman) courtship of Isabella (the
Italian nun).

‘This work, I trust, will bear another and a more favourable
description. - Rousseau, in the preface to his Eloisa, has declared
that the unmarried woman who reads that work is undone: and,
on concluding the perusal of this imperfect but interesting
offspring of the same pen, it will be observed, by the reflecting
reader, that the young unmarried woman, who suffers herself to
commence an epistolary correspondence with a man of her own
age, is guilty of a great imprudence; but that, if she writes one
letter to him on the subject of Love, she risques her undoing.
These are truths of no small importance to female youth and the
guardians of it’ (p. xiii).

The work is attributed to satirist, writer and translator William
Combe (1742-1823), in part leading to his government
appointment as pro-ministerial propaganda author. It is also
interesting to note that the present work moved Byron to write
a poem, his Lines written in “Letters if an Italian Nun and an
English Gentleman. By J.J. Rousseau: Founded on Facts” appearing
in July 1804, and then first published in his Fugitive Pieces (1806).

ESTC records two copies in the UK, at the BL and the Bodleian,
and six in the US, at Columbia, Cornell, Duke, Harvard, Yale and
the Library of Congress.
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F ix ing  Spa in

82. SALAZAR, Pedro Franco. SALAZAR, Pedro Franco. SALAZAR, Pedro Franco. SALAZAR, Pedro Franco. RESTAURACION POLITICA, economica y militar de España.
Madrid, en la imprenta de Sancha, 1812. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vii], [i] blank, viii, 336; aside from
some very occasional light spotting, and a shelfmark in ink on the
title, clean and crisp throughout; partly unopened in
contemporary Spanish sheep, with skiver label on spine lettered
in gilt; a very good copy.

First edition of this comprehensive plan for the rebuilding of the
Spanish state after the Peninsular War of 1808-1814.

Over the course of two books, Salazar explains the reasons for
Spain’s decline as an economic power, and describes how the
country could be restored if it were well governed. The
remedies lie not only in governance but also in legal reform,
education, and tax reform; Salazar details the ways in which the
people, the church, and the nobility should all be taxed, and
emphasises the importance of a full registry of land and property.
He then goes on to discuss the productive aspects of the Spanish
economy, including mining and agriculture.

In the second book, Salazar discusses the various manufacturing
industries of Spain, before examining the centrality of design.
This leads on to an account of the Real Academia de S.
Fernando, its plan of study, the buildings, the library and archive,
and the collections of pictures and other artworks, and then, by
contrast, a plan to rid Spain entirely of beggars through the
establishment of almshouses and public institutions.

OCLC records North American copies at Berkeley, Yale, Chicago, Duke, Princeton, and Ohio State.

83. SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo.SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo.SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo.SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo.
RACCOLTA DI COSTUMI NAPOLETANI. [Naples],
1846.                                                          £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

4to, [280 x 180mm.], 20 hand coloured lithograph
costume plates, including title; contemporary roan backed
decorative cloth.

A good series of costume plates depicting the complexity
of Neapolitan life.

Sets of costume plates were sold freely to tourists and at
festival times, both individually and in various combinations
of subject and number. This set contains 20 plates, others
by the same artist can be found with as many as eighty
plates or as few as ten. Neither Colas nor Lipperheid note
this series although Colas does record an oblong folio
with the same title dated to 1825 with 18 plates
containing different subjects than our copy.

The plates include the following subjects - Acouajuola,
Mangiatore di Maccheroni, Facchino, Puncinella,
Melonaro(*), Tarantella [male], tarantela [female], Uomo

di ritorno dalla mad. dell’Arco, Donna di ritorno dalla mad. dell’Arco, venditore di fragole, Marinajo, Ovajola,
quesua per s. Anonio, Impaglia sedie, Scrivano pubblico, Canta storie, Venditore di Pizze, Venditore di
Maccheroni, Ciabattino, and Ventitrice di spighe. * See also front cover illustration.
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Tuck Ta i ’ s  Shangha i  Bund

84. [SHANGHAI PHOTOGRAPHIC PANORAMA]. [SHANGHAI PHOTOGRAPHIC PANORAMA]. [SHANGHAI PHOTOGRAPHIC PANORAMA]. [SHANGHAI PHOTOGRAPHIC PANORAMA]. SHANGHAI BUND. Tuck Tai. Photographer.
[so titled on the upper cover of the binding]. [Shanghai, Tuck Tai], [n.d., 1898]. £ £ £ £ 5,5005,5005,5005,500

Albumen print in eight parts forming a continuous panoramic view measuring 2280 x 197mm, mounted
concertina-style on card with linen joints (joints splitting or split, some slight fading at the edges); in the
original half black morocco boards, red morocco label lettered in gilt on upper cover “Shanghai Bund Tuck Tai
Photographer”; joints expertly strenghtened throughout.

Fine eight-part panorama by Tuck Tai taken from the south (Pootung) side of the river on the headland of the
Whangpoo. The view of some 250 degrees takes in the Native City (Nanshi) in the far left of the photograph
to Suzhou Creek in the far right. Specifically parts show:

Part 1. View looking southwards towards the native city, with shipping moored along the Quai de Wampoo
and the Quai de France in the French Settlement;

Part 2. View looking southwards towards the Quai de Wampoo;

Part 3. Viewing looking southwest. At the extreme left are the offices of Messageries Maritimes, near the Yang
King Pang Creek which marks the northern boundary of the French Settlement. Just to the right of this is the
Time Ball. The Shanghai Club with its columns and pediment, can be seen on the centre of the print;

Part 4. View looking westwards. In the centre of the print is the Customs House. Immediately to the left is
the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, and to the right the Deutsch-Asiaatische Bank, with the spire of Trinity
Cathedral in the background;

Part 5. View looking westwards. The second building from the left is the Chartered Bank of India, Australia
and China. Beside it is the Central Hotel. A water tower can be seen towards the right of the print;

Part 6. View looking northwest. At the extreme left is the British Consulate, with the Public Gardens and
bandstand just to the right on the water’s edge. In the distance can be seen the spire of the Union Church in
Soochow Road. In the centre of the print is the Garden Bridge which crosses Soochow Creek and leads to
the northern and eastern districts of the city. Immediately behind the bridge on the north bank is the Astor
House Hotel, with the large white building of the German Consulate in the foreground and the Japanese
Consulate at the right;

Part 7. View looking north. This view looks towards the waterfront of the eastern district of the city, with the
Nippon Yusen Kaisha warehouses and wharf at the centre of the print and Head’s Wharf to the right;

Part 8. View looking northeast. Showing the easternmost part of the city, with the Yangtse Poo Road leading
to open country at the right. Among the wharves in the left and central portions of the print are the Shanghai
and Hongkew, and Jardine’s Associated Wharves.

An important and well executed image. The copy at the Cambridge University Library: Royal Commonwealth
Society Library is dated in manuscript 30/10/1898 and bound in a very similar manner with comparable label
reading ‘Shanghai Bund Tuck Tai Photographer’. This would seem to indicate that the bindings were produced
for the photographer.
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85. [SHERWOOD, Mary Martha]. [SHERWOOD, Mary Martha]. [SHERWOOD, Mary Martha]. [SHERWOOD, Mary Martha]. PRINTED ADVERTISEMENT stating that “Mrs Sherwood, now
residing in the neighbourhood of Worcester, wishes to undertake the education of a few young
ladies. Her terms are eighty guineas a year when the young ladies go home for the holidays, and one
hundred guineas, when they remain with her the whole year” Printed by Houlston and Son,
Wellington, Salop. [n.d., c. 1823]. £ £ £ £ 55555555

148mm x 90mm, in good original state.

This was most probably printed for insertion in her books, and Princeton has an example bound into her
Introduction to Geography (1823).

 ‘Let  Br i ta in  determine as  she wi l l ,  the  gu i l t  and in famy o f  th i s  t ra f f i ck ’

86. [SLAVERY]. BEAUFOY, Henry. [SLAVERY]. BEAUFOY, Henry. [SLAVERY]. BEAUFOY, Henry. [SLAVERY]. BEAUFOY, Henry. THE SPEECH OF MR. BEAUFOY, Tuesday, the 18th June,
1788, in a committee of the whole House, on a bill for regulating the conveyance of negroes from
Africa to the West-Indies. To which are added observations on the evidence adduced against the bill.
London, printed by J. Phillips, 1789. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 37; title a little spotted; early 19th century half calf over marbled boards, neatly
rebacked and lettered, with the armorial bookplate of Ferguson of Raith on front pastedown.

Uncommon first edition of this speech on the debate of Dolben’s Bill to limit the number of slaves carried on
each ship, by Henry Beaufoy (1750-1795), a Whig politician and long serving Member of Parliament, who
argues for the abolition of slavery altogether.

‘One would think from the evidence at the bar, and from the arguments of the counsel upon it, that the solid
pestilence, the thick contagion, the substantial rotteness of an African ship is congenial to the spirits of a
negro. Could any thing add to the indignation we feel at such a trade, conducted in such a way, it would be
the preposterous arguments by which that trade is defended’ (p. 10).

Goldsmiths’ 13989; Higgs 2334; Sabin 4166.
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87. SMITH, Albert. SMITH, Albert. SMITH, Albert. SMITH, Albert. A POTTLE OF STRAWBERRIES, to
beguile a short journey or a long half hour… with
illustrations by Gilbert and Henning. London: D. Bogue,
Fleet Street. MDCCCXLVIII. [1848].                      £ £ £ £ 225225225225

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 62; numerous wood-engraved
illustrations throughout the text; full polished Spanish calf,
spine lettered in gilt by Riviere; preserving original
chromolithograph upper wrapper.

The work was ‘got up’ in the style of Albert Smith’s popular
Natural Histories that included The Gent, The Flirt, and The
Ballet Girl. Smith brings his wit to bear on the Chinese Junk,
then moored in the Thames, Hampton Court Maze, Second
Class Travel, Gambling at Ascot, The New Overland Route to
India and other items topical to 1848.

OCLC: 4471410.

88. STYRING, Nurse E. STYRING, Nurse E. STYRING, Nurse E. STYRING, Nurse E. ATTRACTIVE GROUP OF WW11 RED CROSS MEDALS AWARDED
TO NURSE STYRING, together with her belt. [Various places] 1940. £ £ £ £ 185185185185

Group of six medals and badges, with service bars, all pinned on to custom made board in the colours of the
Red Cross, for display purposes, together with original nurse’s belt and photograph.

A wonderful group belonging to a nurse serving with the Red Cross during the Second World War.

The group includes the British Red Cross Proficiency medals in; First Aid, Nursing, Anti Gas Training all
named to E. Styring, plus the three year service medal with two further three year bars, together with the
WW2 Defence Medal. Also included is a picture of Nurse Styring and her Nurses belt.

A lovely little Second World War group with the rarer Anti Gas medal.
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PMM 348

89. TEMPLE, Frederick, et al. TEMPLE, Frederick, et al. TEMPLE, Frederick, et al. TEMPLE, Frederick, et al. ESSAYS AND REVIEWS. London: John W. Parker and Son, West
Strand. 1860. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 433, [1]; original purple cloth blocked in blind to spine and boards, brown
coated endpapers, titles to spine gilt, some rubbing and surface wear.

First edition of this groundbreaking collection of theological essays, the first assault on Biblical literalism from
within the ranks of British theologians.

The edifice of literalism had been crumbling for several decades, under assault from the science of Lyell and
Darwin and the new Biblical criticism of Baur and Strauss at the University of Tübingen. “But all these were
outside the Church of England, and it was thus with a double force that Essays and Reviews, when it generally
became known, struck clergy and laity. Not only did the book subscribe to the modern non-literal concept of
the Bible text, but, far worse, the authors were with one exception beneficed clergy, and the majority came
from the sanctuary of Oxford” (PMM 348). Two of the contributors, Rowland Williams and Henry Bristow
Wilson, were found guilty by the Court of Arches, though the verdict was overturned by the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, and in the long-term the Church came to accept much of what the essayists
advocated.

Printing and the Mind of Man 348.

Shakespeare rev ived in  Ulm

90. [THEATRICAL ARCHIVE]. [THEATRICAL ARCHIVE]. [THEATRICAL ARCHIVE]. [THEATRICAL ARCHIVE]. ORIGINAL ALBUM OF A TRAVELLING BRITISH DANCING
COMPANY, documenting their time at the Städtische bühne in Ulm in Germany with many
photographs and related ephemera, including the programmes of plays in which they danced.
[Germany, Ulm] [1960-62]. £ £ £ £ 1,7501,7501,7501,750
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LLLLARGE ARGE ARGE ARGE AAAALBUMLBUMLBUMLBUM.... Oblong 4to, with approximately 100 photographs and 25 programmes tipped (and a few
loosely inserted) in on 20 leaves, with dividing tissue guards; bound in original red leather album, upper board
decorated in gilt; a very desirable item.

There were more performances of Shakespeare plays and operas than of any other single author in Germany
in the early 1960s. This fascinating archive of photographs and theatre programmes documents a British dance
company’s visit to Germany for the 1960-61 and 1961-62 seasons, at the Städtische bühne Ulm.

‘In Ulm J. J. Eschenburg’s eighteenth-century translation of The Taming of the Shrew [‘Die Kunst, eine
Widerbellerin zu zahmen’] had an interesting revival. But on the whole most producers decided in favour of
the established translation by Schlegel-Tieck which was used for sixty-four productions.’ [Shakespeare Survey]

The company role was to provide dance and ballet sequences for theatre performances and was made up of
established British performers Robin Willett, Sally Perry, Michael Tye-Walker and Malcolm Chisham, the latter
of whom seems to have been responsible for putting the album together. The Album begins with the group
setting sail with Dover’s famous white cliff’s in the background. Arriving at the Städtische bühne in Ulm they
were to star in no less than 25 productions over the next two years, including Wagner’s Der Fliegende
Hollander, Verdi’s Aida and Rigoletto, and Nicolai Merry Wives of Windsor (Die Lustigen Weiber von
Windsor) and The Taming of the Shrew mentioned above. Each production is documented with photo’s and
the original printed programme, some with rather startling colours and designs! It certainly seems clear from
the photo’s that the majority of dance performed by the company was ballet. Also included are photo’s of the
company’s ‘Trip to Munchen for TV’.

On further research we have found little more on what became of the four members of the company, other
than that Michael Tye-Walker went on to star in the film Man in a Suitcase (1967).

All in all a wonderful and evocative photographic and printed record.

See Shakespeare Survey Volume 15, Cambridge, 1962; p. 134 for a full account Shakespeare in Germany at
this period.
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Swel locrats ,  Snobocrats ,  Nobocrats ,  Tagrags  and Bobta i l s

91. TRUMP, von [TRUMP, von [TRUMP, von [TRUMP, von [pseudonympseudonympseudonympseudonym]. ]. ]. ]. AN ORIGINAL,
ABORIGINAL, LYRICAL, SATIRICAL, PHYSICAL,
PHTHISICAL, QUIZICAL, AND CLASSICAL BURLESQUE, by
von Trump … Nottingham, William Best Draper, November
1st, 1860.                                                                      £ £ £ £ 150150150150

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo, pp. 54; wood engraved illustration on p.
40, a little browned; names of the characters annotated in ink; in
recent boards.

This theatrical farce lampoons the political machinations, inefficiency
and corruption of the council and corporation of Nottingham. The
stage is populated by politicians and political wheeler-dealers, as well
as aristocrats, swellocrats, snobocrats, nobocrats, tagrags and bobtails.
In the opening poem the author explains the setting of the satire:
‘There are some noodles to be missed, Who flourished in the hall last
year. But still some awful muffs there sit, Humbugs, Chartists, snobs
and flunkies; Men minus money, brains, or wit …’.

The real names of the local politicians and administrators of
Nottingham thet the work is tilted at are here usefully supplied in ink.

Ward, A Descriptive Catalogue of Books relating to Nottinghamshire,
p. 40; OCLC locates a single copy, in the British Library; not in
COPAC.

The f i rs t  sc ient i f i c  s tudy o f  the quest ion o f  d i s t r ibut ion

92. VANDERLINT, Jacob. VANDERLINT, Jacob. VANDERLINT, Jacob. VANDERLINT, Jacob. MONEY ANSWERS ALL THINGS: or, an Essay to make money
sufficiently plentiful amongst all ranks of people and increase our foreign and domestick trade; Fill the
Empty Houses with Inhabitants, Encourage the Marriage State, Lessen the Number of Hawkers and
Pedlars, And, In a great Measure, prevent giving long credit, and making bad Debts in Trade. Likewise
shewing, The Absurdity of going to War about Trade; and the most likely Method to prevent the
Clandestine Exportation of our Wool: And also to reduce the National Debts and ease taxes.
London: for T. Cox; and sold by J. Wilford, 1734. £ £ £ £ 12,50012,50012,50012,500

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. (4), ii, 170; bound with another
contemporary work in one volume; contemporary speckled
sheep, red morocco label to spine lettered gilt, gilt dash border
to front cover, red speckled edges, with the bookplate of
Ferguson of Raith to front pastedown, ink annotation to front
pastedown and front free endpaper, extremities lightly rubbed, a
little surface wear, corners a little worn, short tear to head of p.
119; an excellent, unrestored copy.

First edition of “The first scientific study of the question of
distribution - the socialist side of economics: able and influential”
(Foxwell). Vanderlint’s work “appears to have received little
attention during the 18th century until Dugald Stewart referred
to it as anticipating the Physiocrats on the single tax of land rent
and on free trade. Stewart compared [Vanderlint] also with
David Hume … McCulloch used Stewart’s opinions on several
occasions and may have provided the basis for Marx’s charge that
‘Hume follows step by step, and often even in his personal
idiosyncracies’ Vanderlint’s work” (Peter Groenewegen, in The
New Palgrave).
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“Like Barbon and North, [Vanderlint] had a global vision of international trade and pleaded for free trade …
He recognized the mutual benefits that flowed from free trading referring to ‘an invincible argument for free
and unrestrained trade’” (Murphy, Monetary Theory 1601-758, pp. 46-7).

The book is bound second in a volume with Joshua Gee, The Trade and Navigation of Great-Britain
considered: shewing, that the surest Way for a Nation to increase in Riches, is to prevent the Importation of
such Foreign Commodities as may be rais’d at Home. The third edition. London: by Sam. Buckley, 1731.

Goldsmiths’ 7227; Kress 4201; McCulloch, p. 162; Sraffa 6080.

The Dedicat ion Copy

93. [VOLTAIRE]. d’ALLAINVAL, Leonor-Jean-Christine Soulas, [VOLTAIRE]. d’ALLAINVAL, Leonor-Jean-Christine Soulas, [VOLTAIRE]. d’ALLAINVAL, Leonor-Jean-Christine Soulas, [VOLTAIRE]. d’ALLAINVAL, Leonor-Jean-Christine Soulas, AbbeAbbeAbbeAbbe. . . . LE TEMPLE DU GOUST.
Comedie. A La Haye, par la Compagnie [i.e. Mantes-la-Jolie: chez Tellier]. 1733. £ £ £ £ 2,8502,8502,8502,850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [1-2], title [2] dedication 3-34; evidence of a light unobtrusive stain in places,
otherwise clean; contemporary red morocco, upper and lower cover each with a cartouche of entwined
palms, the upper lettered ‘A MADAME DE ROMAIN’ and the lower ‘PRESENT DE L’AUTEUR; the corners
each with a butterfly tool; the spine in six compartments decorated in gilt, one lettered, gilt edges, Dutch
floral gilt endpapers; with contemporary notes in ink on first few blanks, also the dedication leaf with recipient
identified in ink and initialed with the authors monogram; a sumptuous and highly desirable copy.

Highly desirable dedication copy, sumptuously bound in contemporary red morocco, of this rare satire on
Voltaire’s Temple du Goût, published in the same year.

Voltaire in his letter to Thieriot, February 9, 1736, attributed this comedy to Delaunay, however he was
wrong in this supposition as the work was now known from this copy to be by the abbe d’Allainval.
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In the play it is quite clear that Voltaire appears under the name of Momus; and a character called Kafener is
obviously Falkener. Luckily the author has written out exactly who the characters represent in the play.
‘Momus, Voltaire ; l’actrisse, la Gausin, Sallé et la Camargos dont Mr le duc de Richelieux et amoureux. Cest
luy qui est dans la comedie sous le nom du beau Damon. L’autre celuy qui a faite la poteausse du chat c’est
Bernard et Voltaire celle de la guenon de maselle Sallé. Arlequin, M. le marquis de Surger est Mongriffe et
plusieur seigneur qui joue La comédie. Mongrife eleateur d’un tragédie qu’ils ont joue est tres mauvaise
Fakener est le marchand englois a qui M. de Voltaire a dedie sa Zaire cela a paru ridicule.’

It was published not as the imprint suggests at ‘La Haye’ but at Mantes-la-Jolie by Tellier. Tellier had got
himself convicted in absentia by the Jesuits from printing the Nouvelles ecclésiastiques some years before and
was persuaded to print the anti-Jansenist comedy called La femme docteur to appease them. Clearly he knew
that printing the d’Allainval comedy was also likely to keep him ‘safe’ from any interference.

The Abbe Leonor-Jean-Christine Soulas d’Allainval, was born at Chartres and wrote several comedies for the
French theatre which more or less had success; and for the Italian theatre, l’Embarras des Richesses, the Tour
de Carnaval, and other works. His most successful work was Ecole des Bourgeois, which was thought to have
a comic humour of the Moliere type. d’Allainval lived a fairly precarious life often in great poverty often
making do by sleeping in hackney chairs, or coaches in the street. He died equally poor, in the hotel de Dieu,
Paris the 2nd of May, 1753 after he was carried their probably after having suffered a stroke.

This copy, which is the source for the author and a key to the characters, has an impressively long pedigree.
Sold as part of the great Bibliothèque dramatique de M. de Soleinne that was put up for sale in 1844 as item
280. It very probably came from the fabled library of eighteenth century collector Louis César de La Baume Le
Blanc. It was later sold through another great collection of dramatic works Catalogue de la bibliothèque
dramatique de feu le baron Taylor membre de l’Institut, fondateur et président des Sociétés des artistes
dramatiques, musiciens, peintres, etc. at Paris in 1893 as lot 896.

Unfortunately, we have been unable to find any further information on the dedicatee of the work, Madame de
Romain.

OCLC records two copies only, a the BL and the BNF.
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The Jean Ca las  Af fa i r  in  Russ ian

94. VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet de. VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet de. VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet de. VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet de. ISTORIIA SOKRASHCHENNAIA O SMERTI ZHANA
KALASA, i o Kalasakh voobshche, s priobshcheniem k tomu raznykh pisem, predstavlenii i prochago,
iz tvorenii g. Voltera. [Abridged History of the death of Jean Calas, together with several and
documents by Voltaire]. Sanktpeterburg: Pri Imperatorskoi Akademii Nauk [St Petersburg: At
Imperial. Academy of Sciences], 1788. £ £ £ £ 3,5003,5003,5003,500

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 179 [1] contents; contemporary tree calf, spine with a red morocco onlay
decorated with urns and a cartouche, with a green label lettered in gilt. sprinkled edges.

Catherine the Great was praised by Voltaire for her financial support of the Jean Calas family. In fact
Catherine was very flattered by being thought both an enlightened monarch and a successor of Peter the
Great by Voltaire, probably her subjects thought the same.

For this Russian edition the translator, Yefim Roznotovsky, has taken the more important sections of two of
Voltaire’s works Pieces originales concernant la mort des Srs. Calas 1762 and the first two letters from Traité
sur la tolérance 1763 concentrating on the letters from Calas and his family and key sections from the trial
and its aftermath. The translator has also added frequent notes to the text explaining to a Russian readership
some of the oddities of the French system of justice and religious differences.

Yefim Vasilyevich Roznotovsky, (Raznatovsky or Raznotovsky) was born in 1737 and spent his professional life
as a government bureaucrat. He entered service in 1753 achieving successively the rank of Secretary in 1756,
promoted to secretary in St Petersburg in 1765 and an assessor in 1767. From 1765 to 1775 Roznotovsky
was Secretary at the Court of Her Imperial Majesty of the Commission of Commerce before entering the
Main Office of the Palace, a position that would probably have had close connections with Catherine’s court.
On his retirement in 1787 Roznotovsky took to translation of French works, these included an essay on
Benjamin Franklin in 1787 and the ‘Persian Letters’ of Montesquieu which reveals his support of the
progressive enlightenment under Catherine’s rule. His retirement at the comparatively early age of fifty may
have been for health reasons, as he died in 1792.

Svodnyi katalog Russkoi 1107; Sopikov 2560; OCLC records one copy only, at the Houghton library, Harvard.
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95. WARREN, Albert Henry. WARREN, Albert Henry. WARREN, Albert Henry. WARREN, Albert Henry. THE PROMISES OF JESUS CHRIST Illuminated by Albert H. Warren.
London: Day & Son Limited, Gate St. W.C. [1865]. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, ff. [24] printed in colours and gold on card; original decorated gilt blue cloth, the upper
cover with a sunk central mandorla containing the title; spine similarly decorated with the initials ‘A.W.’ at
foot.

Dedicated to Princess Alice, and probably occasioned by their annual visit to Britain, the work was illustrated
by Albert Warren an assistant of Owen Jones at Day & Son and clearly shows the influence of Jones’ style.

Warren (1830-1911) was the eldest son of the artist Henry Warren, a president of the Royal institute of
Painters in Water Colour. He worked with Owen Jones on the construction of the 1851 and 1862 Exhibitions
and also assisted in the production of The Grammar of Ornament and The Alhambra.

The present work was also issued bound in morocco, priced at 21s, as opposed to the 15s version in cloth.

The thoughts  o f  Rousseau ,  Vo l ta i re ,  Bay le  and Hobbes d iscussed

96. WEISSENBACH, Joseph Anton. WEISSENBACH, Joseph Anton. WEISSENBACH, Joseph Anton. WEISSENBACH, Joseph Anton. UND WIE LANG, MEINE HERREN! wird der Staat die
Religion noch überleben? [No place], 1792. £ £ £ £ 275275275275

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xvi], 324, [4] errata; apart from very few minor spots a fine copy in the original
interim boards; a little spotted.

First and only edition of this curious treatise on the relationship between religion and civic society and the
various forms of government, as well as the ways in which such a relationship can best be positioned so as to
maximise the happiness of the people, by the Swiss historian and sometime Jesuit Joseph Anton Weissenbach
(1734-1801).

Heavily influenced by the French revolution and subsequent events, where Weissenbach observed much talk
of the rights of man, and greater abuses of those rights than ever before, the work is divided into three parts
and an appendix. Weissenbach discusses the role of law and state institutions, the position of regents, the
relation of religion and the state, and its various aspects (including the attitude the state should have towards
“false religion”), and how both religion and the state should treat “berühmte Freygeister”. Weissenbach
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discusses the thoughts of Rousseau, Voltaire, Bolingbroke, Bayle, and Hobbes, among many others, providing a
useful bibliography at the beginning of his work.

Sommervogel VIII, p. 1047, 56; OCLC locates a single copy only, at the Swiss National Library.

97. [WIESENHÜTTEN, Friederike Henriette von]. [WIESENHÜTTEN, Friederike Henriette von]. [WIESENHÜTTEN, Friederike Henriette von]. [WIESENHÜTTEN, Friederike Henriette von]. LYDIE DE GERSIN, ou, Histoire d’une jeune
Angloise de huit ans, pour servir à l’instruction & l’amusement des jeunes Françoises du même âge.
Traduction libre de l’anglois par M.e. de V…. A Paris, Au Bureau de l’Ami des Enfans. 1789. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 160; without the half-title; lightly foxed in places, but otherwise clean; in later
cloth, spine with morocco label lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed.

First edition of this very rare children’s novel by the German aristocrat Friederike Henriette von
Wiesenhütten (née Forstner, 1754-1815).

The novel tells the story of Lydie, an eight year old girl, her various adventures, and her conversations with
her mother, and is, as the title suggests, aimed at girls of a similar age to the protagonist. Von Wiesenhütten
was the author of a number of novels, including Hélène (1797).

OCLC records one copy in North America, at Texas A&M.

98. WILLIAMS, John. WILLIAMS, John. WILLIAMS, John. WILLIAMS, John. ON THE FENCES MOST ELIGIBLE FOR GARDENS AND ORCHARDS …
Extracted from Part VI. Vol. II. of the Transactions of the Horticultural Society of London. Read
before the Society April 1, 1817. Worcester: Printed by H.B. Tymbs, Journal Office. 1818. £ £ £ £ 175175175175

FIRST SEPARATE EDITION.FIRST SEPARATE EDITION.FIRST SEPARATE EDITION.FIRST SEPARATE EDITION. 8vo, pp. 8; in recent wraps.

Rare, and as far as we are aware unrecorded, first separate printing of this paper read before the Horticultural
Society by the acclaimed horticulturalist John Williams (1773-1853).
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‘Amongts the various hints offered for the improvement of the science of Horticulture, I do not recollect to
have met with any modern remarks on living fences; and as my observations and experiments tend to shew
the good effects of planting Evergreen Shrubs, for enclosing gardens and orchards, rather than Hawthorn or
Crab quick, my remarks on this subject may, perhaps, not be uninteresting to the Horticultural Society’ (p. 3).

Not in OCLC.

Let ters  to  a  s i s ter ,  wr i t ten on a  European Tour

99. WILSON, Daniel. WILSON, Daniel. WILSON, Daniel. WILSON, Daniel. LETTERS FROM AN ABSENT BROTHER. London: S. Gosnell, Printer, Little
Queen Street. 1823. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], 265, [1] errata; library stamps at head of title and on last page, otherwise a
clean copy throughout, with later ownership signature at head of front free endpaper; in contemporary half
calf over cloth boards, spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some rubbing to extremities,
otherwise a very good copy.

Rare first edition of this collection of letters from a European tour by the later Bishop of Calcutta Daniel
Wilson (1778-1858).

In some ways this is a typical evangelical clergyman’s correspondence with his sister. Travelling through
Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and France, Wilson describes the people he meets, the architecture of the
towns, the idiosyncracies of the religious practices he encounters (“Thank God for the Reformation!”).
Wilson’s churchmanship and prejudices shine through like a beacon - writing of a church in Koblenz, he notes
that it was the only one in the town he visited, “for the beauties and simple majesty of the divine works in
creation, gave us no great taste for the corruptions and superstitions of a church which has been employed
one thousand two hundred years in deforming the greatest of all the works of God - redemption”. Among the
other towns visited are Spa, Zurich, Basle, Lausanne, Brig, Milan, and Lyon.
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Wilson’s tour of the continent was prompted by a breakdown due to overwork; he was active in the Church
Missionary Society, and published a number of pamphlets. He became Bishop of Calcutta in 1832, and was
notable for his attacks on India’s caste system, which he termed “a cancer”.

COPAC records two copies, at the British Library and the Bodleian; not in OCLC, which only records the
second edition of 1824.

100. WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary. [ALDIS, Sir Charles: supposed author.] WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary. [ALDIS, Sir Charles: supposed author.] WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary. [ALDIS, Sir Charles: supposed author.] WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary. [ALDIS, Sir Charles: supposed author.] A DEFENCE OF THE
CHARACTER AND CONDUCT OF THE LATE MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT GODWIN, founded
on principles of nature and reason, and applied to the peculiar circumstances of her case; in a series
of letters to a lady. [Oxford: printed] London: printed for James Wallis, by Slatter and Munday,
Oxford, 1803. £ £ £ £ 2,2502,2502,2502,250

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 160; without the final advertisement leaf; title lightly dust-soiled, otherwise
clean and fresh throughout; small stamp of the Selbourne Library at foot of p. 51; handsomely rebound in
mottled calf by Riviere, spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, yellow edges.

Uncommon first edition of this series of nine letters, the first dated April 12th, 1802, candidly defining and
defending the life and conduct of Mary Wollstonecraft in philosophical terms at a time when both she and
William Godwin were almost universally the object of vicious anti-Jacobin attacks.

The attribution to Sir Charles Aldis (1776–1863), surgeon, arises from
a copy of the book in the British Library with manuscript annotations
by Aldis. Margaret Kirkham was of the firm belief that her publisher,
Joseph Johnson, was the writer, and that his friend Anna Laetitia
Barbauld, who wrote in defence of Mary Wollstonecraft even though
not wholly in agreement with her principles, was the lady to whom
the letters were addressed. In Kirkham’s view, the writer was
someone who clearly knew her well, but there is no evidence of any
particular connection between Aldis and Wollstonecraft. (Margaret
Kirkham, Jane Austen, feminism and fiction, Harvester Press, 1983.)
The book has also been attributed to Mary Hays, a close friend who
tended Mary Wollstonecraft on her deathbed, and was author of a
long and admiring obituary of her.

In defence of her moral character, the writer particularly mentions
her romantic attachment to the married Henry Fuseli, saying how,
once she had analysed her feelings, “she determined to make a
sacrifice of her private desires upon the altar of virtue, and in order to
snap the tie that seemed likely to occasion uneasiness either to
herself or her friends, she prudently resolved to retire into another
country, far remote from the object who had unintentionally excited
the tender passion in her breast.”

OCLC records only the British Library copy, although we have found one further copy at the NYPL.
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Lady dr ivers  on the f ront  l ine ,  wi th  l inks  to  war art i s t  Ol ive  Mudie  Cooke
and Austra l i an  actress  and Su f f raget te  Inez Bensusan

101. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. THREE ALBUMS OF PHOTOGRAPHS
AND EPHEMERA, belonging to Miss Muriel M. English, a member of the Women’s Legion Motor
Drivers, depicting her life and work during and immediately after WW1. [France, England and
Germany] 1916-1919. £ £ £ £ 3,7503,7503,7503,750

Three albums, with approximately 190 photographs of varying sizes, together with various printed ephemera
such as postcards and Xmas cards, both tipped in and loosely inserted, photo’s in good original condition, only
a few sunned, some sadly missing; each tied as issued in limp brown wraps, some rubbing and chipping in
places.

Important albums of photograph’s and ephemera showing the first hand experience’s of Women’s Legion
Drivers during and immediately after World War I.

The albums appear to have belonged to and been put together by a Miss Muriel M. English. The first and main
album dating from 1915-1918 is mostly taken in France when she was working on the British Red Cross
Convoys, ferrying the wounded and dead etc. There are a good number of photographs of her and her friends
in front of their vehicles, with thankfully quite a lot of annotation to identify both names and places. The
photo’s capture the good spirits in which they worked, and also give a good sense of the more harrowing
times in which they were working, with images of funerals for both a Tommy and an Officer included. It is
interesting to note that the owner of the album’s obviously knew the famous war artist Oliver Mudie-Cooke
as there is a photo taken at ‘Mudie Cooks tea party’ as well as an original Christmas postcard designed and
signed by her.

‘In January 1916 Oliver Mudie-Cooke (1890-1925) and her elder sister Phyllis, who had studied Archaeology,
went to France as volunteer members of the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry. Whilst driving ambulances for
FANY in France between 1916 and 1918, Mudie-Cooke began to sketch and paint the scenes she saw around
her, both among her fellow ambulance drivers and the medical staff they were working with. In particular her
watercolours and chalk drawings often focused on wounded troops being evacuated, and the logistics of
evacuation such as ambulance trains waiting in sidings. As well as the Western Front Mudie-Cooke also served
as an ambulance driver in Italy during the war. Mudie-Cooke was fluent in French, Italian and German and so
sometimes worked as an interpreter for the Red Cross’ (Wikipedia). Mudie Cooke returned to being an artist
after the war and from 1920 onwards travelled extensively throughout Europe and Africa, most notably to
South Africa where she held an exhibition of her work in 1923. She returned to England for a short period
before going to France in 1925 where she tragically took her life.
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The other two albums in this collection are immediately post war at Aldershot and the Rhine Army HQ in
Cologne. The Aldershot album includes many images of Ypres, showing the devastation left by the war, the
ramparts, bombed out English tanks, and a German Pill box. Tipped in at the end are two crudely printed, but
nevertheless poignant, Christmas cards. The Rhine album is shorter, but still very interesting. Photo’s are
taken at Koblentz, including one of ‘Koblentz American Military Policemen’, and several at Versailles on a visit
to Paris. One tipped in piece of ephemera is of particular note, a printed programme for a play entitled “The
Melting Pot” by Israel Zangwill that was put on at the Deutsches Theatre Cologne on Monday November
17th 1919 by ‘The British Army Dramatic Company’. A close inspection of the cast finds one ‘Miss Inez
Bensusan’:
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 ‘Bensusan, daughter of mining agent Samuel Levy Bensusan, was born in Sydney, Australia into a wealthy
Jewish family. Sometime after 1893 she emigrated to Britain, where she worked as an actress. She became an
active campaigner for women’s suffrage through the Jewish League for Women’s Suffrage, the Australian and
New Zealand Women Voters and, most centrally, made a vital contribution to the work of the Actresses
Franchise League, developing and running the Play Department. In 1913 Bensusan set up the Women’s
Theatre, launched at the Coronet Theatre that December, which aimed to establish a permanent season of
work dealing with women’s issues. During the Great War she worked with the first Women’s Theatre
Company to the Army of Occupation in Cologne and then played with the British Rhine Army Dramatic
Company for three and a half years’ (see http://www.thesuffragettes.org/campaigning-
performance/hidden/sapdd-biographies/).

The Rhine album also includes a tipped in ‘British Armies in France Leave Pass (Available only in France)’ for
Miss English, dated and officially stamped 20th/21st November 1919, before concluding with various family
shots taken as late as 1922, one amusingly captioned “Digging out the Biplane”. We are unsure of what
became of Miss English after this, but the albums she has left behind provide both a remarkable and evocative
photographic record of the events during the Great War from a woman working on the front line.
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